A REVIEW OF WEIL WOMAN CLINICS
INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been discussion about the services
which should be provided at Well Woman Clinics,
Groups such
as the Women's National Commission Working Group considering
Women and the Health Service, the Association of Community
Health Councils for England and Wales and the Non-Governmental
Organisations reviewing Health for the United Nations Decade
for Women, have all prepared reports which include requirements
for Well Woman Centres .
These recommendations are similar to
those put forward by women using the service.
There are in Glasgow, 34 Well Woman Clinics which were established
Our
in the 1960 1 s to provide a Cervical Screening service.

first task therefore, was to review these clinics in order to
determine what service is currently being provided.
The study
was undertaken by Carole Craddock in collaboration with the clin ic

staff.

The first section of this report contains a summary of the
The second section
findings and future plans for the service.
provides a detailed description of each clinic.
We are very grateful to all the staff for taking part in the study
and to the Chief Scientist 1 s Office, St. Andrew's House, and the
Greater Glasgow Health Board for providing financial support for
the research to be undertaken.
Susan Laughlin
Margaret Robertson
Health Education Unit
Greater Glasgow Health Board

APRIL 1986

Gillian Mcilwaine
Cormrunity Medicine Specialist
(WOITEn 1 s Health) - G.G.H.B.
Elizabeth Wilson
Director
Family Planning/Well Wanan Service
G.G.H.B.
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Following the introduction of the Papinico!air'&rea.r Test to detect
pre-invasive carcinoma of the cervi."{, well wanen clinics were opened in
1
Glasgow in the 1960' s •
Sane clinics were ccrnbined with Family
Planning clinics.

·2.

3.

In recent years there has been greater awareness of the particular health
problens of war.en and the importance of a service for wc:men.

A well
wanan service should provide not only a medical screening service, but
also a counselling service, health ed.ucation/pranotion and opportunities
2 3
for self-help ,
National guidelines for well waren centres along the lines mentioned above,·
have been produced by the Association of Carmunity Health Councils of
England and Wales (A. C.H.C.E.W.) •

4.

To.ere are 34 well wanen clinics 1'.ln by the Greater Glasguw Health Board.
An analysis of routinely collected data about well mIIEn clinics undertaken
using 1983 data, shewed that less than 3 per cent of waren resident in
Greater Glasgow Health Boa.rd during that year, attended well women clinics.
To.ere was considerable variation in the numbers of WOIIEn attending - by
rronth of attendance, time of day, clinic and area of residence. There
was also marked variation in the clinic population in tenns of age, marital
starus and parity

5.

Toe clinics are s1:affeci. by a doc1:or (either Senior Clinical Medical Officer
or Clinical Medical Officer) and nursing staff (usually a health visitor,
5
but sanetimes Registered. C�neral nurses and State Enrolled. nurses)

WCMEr;rt S VIEWS
6.

Interview studies carried out by menbers of the Health Education Department
of Greater Glasgow Health Board, indicate that the service wanen wish, is
vecy similar to that suggested. by the A.C.H.C.E.W. Wor.kiJ:g Group.

A REVIEW OF WEIL WOMEN CLINICS
7.

In order to obtain more detailed. infonmtion about these well we.men clinics
a review of the clinics was undertaken during the first six months of 1985.
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'Ifle aim of tfl.e srudy

was- �o

investigate . the. str..icture of the se..-rvice;

the range of services available and the fac;ii"ties provided; the
appointment system and waiting times and the attendances_ of medical and
lay staff working the service.

.

A research assistant

v'...sit the clinics and collect the information.

was app:)inted to

-

FINDINC--S

8.

A SUIIIIJarY of the findings a.re as follows:
'Ille clinics a.re situated throughout the City (Figure 1).

'Ihey axe held

with varying frequency (Table 1) and at different t:imes of the day.

A

detailed review was car=ied out of the 34 clinics.
'Ihere was a considerable
variation in the waiting time for the first appoinilnen1: (Table 2).
'Ille
mmiber of wanen attending the clinic on the day of the visit depended on
whether it was a "canbined" clinic or a "sepa..-.-aten clinic (Table 3).
It
was found that the ability for getting an early appointrent for a well wanan
check up depended largely on whether a wcman made an appoiniIDent at a. "ccmb:in
or "separate1 ' clinic.
'Ille rnajor:::.ty of "car.binedn clinics operated freq_uentl
yet had a low level of danand, wanen were therefore able to get an early
'Ihe "separate" clinics had a high denand for the se-1'"Vice,
a;=pointmen.t.
wanen the...-..efore bad to wait many weeks for an appointment.

9.

Medical Screening
Toe well wanan service i;rould appear to be functioning s::.t:isfactorily as a
medical screening service for cancer of the breast and ce_-rvi."{, and for
dealing with wa:nen' s gynaecolcgical problems.
However, it falls short of
the guidelines recarmended by the ACICEW in its failure to provide a
1.lili.form and consistent policy regarding "general health checks n (Table 4).

· 10.

Counselling and Self�eln
A. counselling service is seen by the ACICEW as an essential feature of
an 1 ideal 1 well wcman clinic because "it helps wcmen help thSIEelves and
in so doing helps :improve the e:notional si:::ite of the client and therefore

prov"i.des a holostic apprcacb. to healt!i".

In their ''National Guidelines

the ACHCEW sugges-i: a wide range of problems which could be dealt with
in a counselling service.
'They include trauma suffered following a
mastectany, hysterectc.my, loss ()r oereavement, .cystitis, the menopause,
pre-menstrual tension, abortion, sexual relationships,_ Cli:pression,
anxiety, unenployment, housing and financial difficulties, snoking,
alcoholis:n and drugs.
11.

In order to fiJ:ld out what provision for counselling was made in
Glasgcw's well wanen clinics, health visitors and nurses were asked
whether their clinic counselled clients on any of the followi....ng:
General Health matters
Stress and depression
M:mthly periods
The menopause
Family planning

Se.."'illal relationships
Alcohol problens
Stopping smoking
Weight prcblers
Balanced healthy diet

Their response indicated a wide variation in counselling provision.
At twenty-two clinics, health visitors said clien-i:s could obtain
counselling on all the problens listed.
counselling service was provided at all.

However, at one clinic, no
Five clinics did no-c advtse
clien-i:s on alcohol probler.s, three did not counsel on general health
matters, two clinics did not deal with stress and depression while four
did not counsel clients on family planning, pregnancy or fertilii:y.
It
would appear that the counselling service in the well wcmen clinics is
not very satisfactory.
At the present time the majority of health
visitors and doctors are unable, or unwillizlg, to provide the kind of
service that rriany of the clients say they want.
12.

Health Education/Pranotion
In the "National Guidelines for Well Wanen Centres" health education is
seen as pre-requisite for an effective, preventive, .health service.
It
is suggested that medical staff at well wcrnen clinics should draw up a
health education programne for each client based on her particular medical
history, life-style and quality of life, in order "to improve a client's
health and emJtional well being".
In ad.di tion to this, information in
the form of pamphlets and on video should be available on a wide range of
health and health-related issues, welfare rights and benefits, printed
'Thirdly, war.en's health
in different languages according to local needs.
courses and clients' health groups should be set up to meet the health
needs of wanen of all ages.

- 4 13.

The well wcman clinics in Glasgow did not have any specific heal th educai:iori.
prcgr..mnie geared i:o meet the needs of individual clients in the way their
"Guidelines" suggest.
Instead, the main focus- .of health
education was
directed tcwards breast screening.
Health education -on other topics,
varied from clinic to clinic eg .. the emphasis in one was heart disease
and at another overweight and so on.
Only one clinic ran a wanan's
self-help �up which met to discuss various health topics.

14.

Mcst health visitors said they gave out leaflets on breast self-€>xaroination
and on the rrenopause, where relevant, during the course of the P.xam:ination.
However, only four of the thirty-four clinics had a range of health
education literature readily available and prcminently displayed. in
waiting areas or consultation roaIB.
Health-related pamphlets on such
topics, as welfare rigb.-cs and benefits were rarely available at any
clinic, nor was any literature available in other languages.
Only one
clinic showed films on cer:rical smear te:sting and breast self--e�ation
as part of their health education progran:me.

P-,JBLICIT'l
15.

A major shortcaning of the well we.men service in Glasgow was its lack of
self-pramtion.
In roost clinics, particularly in 'canbined' clinics,
publicity was inadequate or non existent.

CY'IDLCGY TESTING- RECOP.DINGPPCCEDURE ANDRECAIL SERVICE
16.

All cer:rical s:rear tests perfonned at the clinics were recorded in
individual patient's files.
At seven clinics, separate registers of smear
tests were al.so kept in special books, and at another clinic, smear tests
were recorded on a record cb.art.
At only one clinic, was a proper recalJ,
ser:rice in operai:ion.
At this clinic,, the doctor put a recall dai:e on
each client's file, and at the appropriate time, either one or two yea.rs
hence, she sent the client a re:ninder by post.
If the client defaulted,
the doctor sent further reminders until the client came for her routine
repeat smear. it all clinics in this study, clients were expected to
initiate thei.r cwn repeat smears if they attended clinics as well �n
patients.
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17.

a).

Existing Clinics

- Discussions are to be- helq. wi_th the

providers of the well wanen service to detennine what service
it is possible to provide on a routine basis.

If a counselling

service is to be readily available, in-service training for staff
will be _required..
b) •

Centre for Waren rs Health - A proposal has already been
subnitted. to the Area F.xecutive Group for the establishm:nt of a
Centre for Wanen' s Ifealth in the Greater Glasgow Health Board
It is envisaged. tha-c such a centre would have administrative,
Area.
service and self-help functions.

c).

Carmunity Self-Heln Grouns - Self-help groups for a variety of
Ways wi2.l be e.�lored
wanen 's problens exist in the Carrnunity.
whereby this network of self-help groups can be linked and the
possibility of holding self-help groups in e."tisting clinics will
be investigated.

d).

'Model Clinic' - Discussions a.re oeing held about the establishment
of a well women clinic along the lines sugge:;ted by the WOIIEn 's
National Cc:mnission Report.
It is envisaged that funding will be
sought so th at a full evaluation of the clinic can be undertaken.

FIGURE 1
Well Woman Gli�ics run by the

G.G.H.8. in the

Glasgow Cit�, Communi t:1 Medic::.ne Area

Glasgow- City community me<ltcine area
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l'IGURE 1

Well Woman C li nics run by the G.G.11.B; in l:he
Greater Glasgow Area
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TABLE 1

WELL Wa1AN CLINICS
'I\vice Wee.ldy
· Ca.si:ls:nilk
Gorbals
Pollokshaws

SHOWI?-D FREqJENCY OF SESSIONS
Weekly

Fortnightly

Berrylmowes

Anderston

Bridgeton
Easterhouse
Elderpark
C--ovan
Kirkintilloch
Ma...ryhill
Mount Florida

*

Netherton
Peru.lee
Pollok
Possil
Royal Samaritan
Springburn
Stobhill
Woodside

Monthly
Lennoxtown *
Milngavie
Milton

* Everu.ng Clinics

Baillieston
Carrbuslang
Carntyne *
Clarkston
Clydebank
DrtlIIlchape1
Faifley
Parkhead
Sandy Road (Partick)
Shettleston
Townhead

h.ld.
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No W:tit
· Castlenilk
Gorlmls
fullokshaws

Berryknowes
IJddgelon
Eas terhouse
Elder park
Govan
KirkintHloch
Maryhill
Mount Florida
Netherton
Penllee
Pollok
lussH
Hoyal Smnaritan
Sprlngburn
Stohh.111
Wood<J.itle
J\nderston
Ua:Ul:J.eston
Crn,buslQ.llg
Carntyue
Cladtsl:on
Clydebank
Drunclmpel
l•'aH.ley
Park.head
Sandy noad (Partick)
Shettleston
TONnhead
L€nnoxtown
MU11gavie
Mllton

l •_rn11_111,_·l.l 111, 1 11
l I 1.11.1
* = separate WW Clinic

1•

WAITING TIME F'Oll F"IHST J\.l'POIN'lMfilfl'

1-2 Weekei

2-3 Week!:1

t,-6 Weeks

8 Weeks

12. Weeks

16 Weeks

0
0
0
0

*

*
0
0

*

0

*

0
0
0
0
0
0

*

0
0

•

*
*

*

*
*

0

*

*
*

I

*
0

*

"'

TABLE 3
<XM:P_�ISON OF WEIL WCMA.i.� ECCKING FIGun.ES . AT. nccMBINED" 1VEIL WOM.AJ.1' /F_i\.\1ILY pr_,ANNTI:tr
CLINICS AJ.'ID AT SEPARATE WELL ViCMA.i.Y CLIXICS
__ _
No. of Wanen booked in
at each "canbined" · clinic
Anderston
Berryknowes

6

Castlenilk
Elderpark
Faifley
Gorbals
Govan
Maryhill
Milton

2

Netherton
Penilee
Pollok
Pollokshaws

. .

Baillieston
Bridge1:on

1
1
1
0
0
0
5

1
1

No. of Wcmen booked in
at eac!:i sepa_�te clinic

*

*
*

Cambuslang
Carntyne
Clarkston
Clydebank

25

Kirkintilloch
Lennoxtown

12

Milngavie

Possil

2

Royal Samaritan
Sprille,oburn
Woodside

0

N/R
2

Total Number

32

Total Number

6

Average No. booked
in at 11canbined"
2
clinics

* Evening Clinics
NCJI'E - Springburn figures not recorded.

14
15
8

Drtm1cha�el
Easterhouse

M:mnt Florida
Parkhead
Partick
Sb.ettleston
Stobhill
Townhead

4

12
8
5

9

8
16
10
17
12
14
5

8
198

Average No. booked
in at separate
clinics
11.6

TABLE 4
RANGE OF SERVICES AVAILABLE ATWEIL WCMEN CLINICS IN GLASGOW (a)
Recarrnended Services
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(c)

7.
8.
( 9.

(l

No. of Clinics offering each Service

Cervical Cytology
Breast Examination
Vaginal Examination

34
34
34

Blood Pressure
Urine Test
blood test (b)
Haenoglobin

34
32
11

Rubella
Pregnancy Test
Sickle Cell

6
18

-

'Ihalassaania
11; Weight
12. OJ.est, Lungs
13. Chiropody
14. Ears and Eyes
15. Family Planning

C ?.

0
0

32
2
0

0
18

NarE
(a)

'Ihe data in the· table are derived fran two main sources:
1 ).

An open ended questionnaire to medical staff.

2) • A focussed interview with Health Visitors and Receptionists.
Within this methodological framework, the numbers assigned to itens 1 - 5
inclusive, can be regarded as exact.
However, the numbers in categories
6 - 15 inclusive, cannot be considered exhaustive.
(b)

Sane doctors expressed w sish to do blood tests but did not have the
facilities available at their clinic.

(c) Sickle Cell and 'Ihalassaerrj_a are not relevant to the population under
study.
'Ihey are included here because thev are two of -the itsr..s
listed under reccmnended services in the "National Guidelines for Well
Wanan Centres'' formulated by the Association of Carrnunity Health Councils
for England and Wales, which has been used as an 'ideal IIDdel' in this
study.
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CLINIC 001

Well Wanan Clinic 001 is held in a modern purpose-built
health centre situated on a busy main road in an inner city area
of Glasgow.

The health centre is surrounded by shops and

residential buildings which are a mixture of tenanents and modern
council housing.

A number of different buses go past the clinic

and they are frequent and reliable.
In the main Reception area on the ground floor there is a
large notice board listing all services provided at the health
centre.

However, there are no notices or posters advertising

the existence of the Well Wanan Clinic, nor are there any sign
posts directing people to it within the building.
In fact, the Well Wanan Clinic is situated on the first
floor of the health centre and is incorporated into the Family
Planning Clinic INhich is held once a week on Mondays fran 1.30 3.30p.m.

After checkir:gin with the receptionist on the first

floor, women wait for their consultation in a small roan along with
wanen attending the F.P. Clinic.
provided.

There are no creche facilities

Across a corridor fran the waiting roan is the nurse's

roan where the preliminary health checks are carried out.
doctor's consultation roan is adjacent to the nurse's roan.

The
The

physical layout of the clinic provides wanen with privacy when
talking to the receptionist, the nurse and the doctor.
On the day of my visit there were no patients booked in for
a Well Wanan check-up.

I was infonned that this was unusual and

that normally two or three women attend for a Well Wanan examination
each week.

In rrost instances, v.ornen refer thanselves for a check-up,

although occasionally the referral is through the G.P.
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CLINIC CX)l

When a wcman requests an appointment she is nearly always fitted
into the next scheduled clinic as the booking system allows for
cancellations and defaulters fran the F.P. Clinic.
A routine well -wanan examination lasts about 10 minutes at
this clinic;

five minutes with the nurse and five minutes with

the doctor.

The health checks include blood pressure, urine

test, cervical snear test, routine vaginal examination and breast
examination.

A register is kept of wanen having smear tests but

there is no re-call service after three yP.ars.
The doctor said that she offered counselling and advice on
the menopause, sexual problems and abortion, if requested.

If

necessary, she then referred wanen to specialists at gynaecology
clinics, psycho-sexual clinics, marriage guidance clinics and
hospitals.

However, she did not feel it was part of her job to

counsel wanen suffering fran stress and enotional problems;

she

thought that such problans should be dealt with by the patient's
G.P.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one wter e women
can relax and be made to feel at ease so that they can discuss their
problems in an unhurried manner.

They should feel free to return

to the clinic if they have any further problems.
The nurse on duty thought that a successful clinic should
provide privacy and relaxed atmosphere.

She said that ideally

a well wanan clinic should be separate fran an F.P. clinic because
when the two types are canbined, pressure is put on staff to hurry
the appointments.

Furthermore, she has observed that in a canbined

clinic older wanen attending for Well Wanan examination often

-
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CLINIC 001

appear errbarrassed and awkward waiting alongside F.P. patients.
Finally, the doctor enphasised the point that many
of her patients told her they preferred to attend a Well Woman
clinic rather than go to their G.P.

The main reason for this

was because they disliked being examined by their G.P. , if the
latter was a male.

Sane also said they found it Embarrassing

discussing ''wcmen's problems" with their G.P. if at other times
they related to him as a "family" doctor and friend.
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CLINIC 002

Well Wanan Clinic CO2 is held in a purpose-built health
centre situated in a newly built shopping precinct in an inner
city area of Glasgow.

It is surrounded by a mixture of old style

tenement property and high rise council flats.

There is a good

local bus service which runs close to the clinic as well as a blue
bus service which travels outside the city boundary.

A blue

train service is also nearby.
In the main Reception area on the ground floor, notice boards
indicate which services are available to the public but there is no
mention of a Well Wanan clinic.

After enquiring at Reception, I

discovered that the Well Wanan clinic is incorporated into the F.P.
clinic.

This canbined clinic is held once a week on Wednesdays,

between 1.30 - 3 .30p.m.
On the day of my visit the clinic was vecy busy, crowded with
rrothers, snal.l children and babies.

No cr�he facilities are

provided, but there are baskets of soft toys and books for the
children to play with.

Wanen share the waiting room with the

F.P./W.W. receptionist who has her desk at one end of the roan.
As the roan is quite snall, wanen cannot talk in private to the
receptionist because they can be easily overheard.

However, the

doctor's consultation roan, and the nurse's rcx:m, are adjacent to
each other across the corridor from the waiting room, providing
patients with ample privacy when they are being exainined.
On the day of my visit five 'vVOITlen attended for a Well Wanan
examination.

'Ihe receptionist said that IIDst wanen refer themselves

and that usually they get an appointment at the next scheduled. clinic,
or if not, the following week.

Wanen spend about five minutes with
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CLINIC CO2

the nurse for me preliminary health checks and then a further
five minutes witll the doctor.
Toe Well Wanan examination at this clinic covered the
following health checks;

weight, blood pressure, urine test,

breast examination, routine vaginal examination and cervical
A register is kept of cervical snear tests perfonned

snear test.

and wanen are re-called if any pathology is indicated.

However,

there is no routine re-call service for smear testing after three
years.
In addition to the clinical checks, the doctor at Clinic CO2
stated that she offered advice and counselling on the menopause,
sexual problEIIJS, stress and enotional problens and abortion.

If

further help was required she referred patients back to their G.P.s
or to psychologists, marriage guidance counsellors, or gynaecologists.
Toe doctor defined a successful clinic as one which supplies
a need in the camrunity, where there is a short waiting list, a
friendly service and a gDOd follow-up service.

However, she

thought the Well Woman clinic was less successful when combined with
a F.P.A. clinic.

Toe nurse on duty concurred with this view and

added that older waren caning for a well wanan check-up in a canbined
W.W./F.P.A. clinic are often enbarrassed at being seen alongside
F.P. patients.
The nurse thought that a good well wanan service should offer
instruction on self-bre3St examination, and accanpanying explanatory
leaflets;

she also thought there should be a routine re-call service,

and a routine follow-up service for cervical smear tests.
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CLINIC 002

'Ihe doctor, nurse and receptionist all defined a successful
clinic as one where the patients want to return because they are
satisfied with the service.
N.B.

On this particular day a lot of dissatisfaction was expressed
by the warren at the length of time they had to spend waiting
for their examination.
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CLINIC 003

Well Woman Clinic 003 is held in a large, detached older
style council building in a middle class residential area.

It

is situated on the outskirts of a small to.vn some ten miles fran
central Glasgow.

There is a good local bus service and a regular

bus service fran Glasgow close at hand.
The clinic is held once a week on a Wednesday evening
between 7.00 - 9.00p.m. and is specifically open as a Well Woman
Clinic.

The F.P. clinics are held in the s�me building on Tuesday

and Thursday.

There are no notices indicating the existence of a

Well Wanan clinic in the building.
At the main entrance there is a small office where the
receptionist checks in the wanen caning for their appointments.
Along the corridor from the office is a large waiting roan.

There

are two doctors' consulting roans and a nurse's roan, each of which
is sane distance away fran the waiting roan, thus ensuring that
patients have ample privacy when talking to secretarial, nursing and
medical staff.
On the evening of my visit ten wanen crune for Well Wanan
examinations.

The receptionist said that there is a big demand

for the service and that ne.v patients have to wait one rronth for a
first appointment and then up to a year before they can be seen again.
The appointment system seerred to run very srooothly.

Each woman was

taken for a preliminary health check with the nurse and then went
straight through to see the doctor.

Each woman spent at least fifteen

minutes being examined in total.
The Well Woman examination covered the following health checks;
blood pressure, urine test, breast examination, cervical smear test and
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a general physical examination.

CLINIC 003
A register is kept of cervical

smear tests perfonned at the clinic but there is no routine re-call
service after three years.
There were two doctors on duty at the clinic on the evening
I visited.

Both said they offered advice and counselling on

gynaecological problems, pre-menstrual tension, the menopause,
sexual problems, abortion, and problans in relationships.

D:Jctor

(1) usually referred a patient back to the G.P. if her problem was
strcss and "nerves", or if she required an abortion.

Otherwise

she referred her patients to the appropriate specialist, ie.
rrenopause-clinic doctor, psycho-sexual counsellor at tb.e F.P.A. in
Clarenont Terrace, or a marriage guidance counsellor.

D:Jctor (2)

referred her patients back to the G.P. if they had "nervous 11 or
relationship problems.

Otherwise they were referred to the

appropriate specialist in similar vein to D:Jctor (1).
D:Jctor (1) defined a successful clinic as one where there is a
relaxed atrrosphere, where patients are not inhibited fran asking
questions, and where they receive relevant answers.
relationship with local G.P.s is helpful.

A good

Examinations should be

thorough so that any pathology can be picked up and there should be
a good relationship between the medical, nursing and clerical staff.
Doctor (2) and the nurse ffiIPhasised that a successful clinic is one
where there are no defaulters so that the appointment systen can run
smoothly.
Infonnal Cannents by the D:Jctors

D:Jctor (1) thought that a lot of wanen chose to attend a Well Wanan
clinic because they did not want to be examined by their G.P.s.

She

CLINIC 003
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said wanen "find it errbarrassing having a smear test one day and
taking their children for a tonsils examination the next".

She

thought wanen preferred the clinic because they had more time to
rela-x and discuss their problems.

She ccmplained that this

particular clinic only got well motivated middle-class wanen
attending, whereas she really needed to screen the wanen who lived
in the local housing estates who never cane to the clinic.
fuctor (2) thought the service should be better advertised.

She

thought that not enough young wanen came forward for routine checks,
"and yet", she said, ''they are the ones getting the cancers".
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Well Wanan Clinic 004 is held in a purpose-built rrodern
It is situated on

building adjacent to a large health centre.

a busy main road amidst older style tenements and new council
housing in an inner city area of Glasgow. .

'!here are two main bus

routes serving the clinic but the receptionist said that the service
is poor and WITeliable.
'!here is a reception area on the ground floor but no signs
or notices advertising the Well Woman service.

The Well Woman

clinic is situated on the first floor and is incorporated into the
Family Planning Clinic which is held once a week on Friday rrorning
fran 9.30 - ll.30a.m.

The waiting area is in a long narrow roan

with the reception desk in the middle of it.

'Ihe doctor's roan and

the nurse's roan are at either end of the waiting room thus ensuring
privacy for patients when seeing the doctor and the nurse.

However,

space is very cramped in the waiting roan and when the nurse is taking
the patient's details at the reception desk there is no privacy at all.
There are no cr�che facilities provided.
Most wanen are self-referrals although they are occasionally
referred by their G.P.s.

It is usual for a wanan to get an

appointment at the next scheduled clinic and they are just fitted in
with the F.P. clinic appointments.

Nonnal tm1e spent in consultation

is between five and ten mi::1utes.

On the day of my visit two women

came for a Well Wanan check-up.

This is a normal number per week.

The Well Wanan check-up covers the following checks:

blood

pressure, urine test, weight, breast examination, cervical smear test
and routine internal examination.

A register is kept of cervical

smear tests performed at the clinic but there is no re-call service
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after three years.
'Ihe doctor said that she provides counselling on the
menopause, sexual problems, "relationship" problems a.T1d gives
advice to wanen wishing an abortion.

If further help is required

she refers her patients to specialists at menopause clinics, psycho
sexual clinics, marriage guidance counsellors or social workers, and
to gynaecologists.

If they have personal relationship problems, or

psychiatric problems she refers them to their G.P.
'Ihe doctor defined a successful clinic as one where the women
have been reassured or feel their problems are being dealt with.
She thought a well wanan service should offer breast examination, a
cervical snear test and a chance for wanen to mention fanale canplaints,
which they might think were too trivial to consult their G.P. about.
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Clinic 005 is held in a post-war council building in the
middle of a large housing scherre on the outskirts of Glasgow.

'Ihe

bus service is poor and infrequent but most people using the clinic
walk to it.

'Ihe Well Wanan Clinic is incorporated into the Family

Planning Clinic which is held once a week on M:mdays fran 1. 30 3.30p.m.

The whole clinic is cramped and short of space.

'Th.ere

are no signs or posters indicating the existence of a Well Woman
service.

Wanen are seen by the receptionist when they check in and

then wait in a small waiting room where they are weighed by the
nurse and have their blood pressure taken.

There is a small inner

roan off the waiting roan where the wanen give details of their medical
history to the nurse.

But occasionally that room has to be used for

Family Planning fittings in which case the patient's case history is
taken do.vn in the waiting room.
further along the corridor.

The doctor's consulting room is

'Th.us wanen do have privacy when seeing

the doctor but apart fran that, arrangenents for talking in private
with nursing and clerical staff are very inadequate.

Tu.ere are no

cr�he facilities provided but there are a few toys in the waiting
room for children to play with.
'Th.ere is no proper appointment systan.

The health visitors on

duty at the clinic explained that if they insisted on making wanen
wait for appointments they would never cane back.

Wanen usually

refer themselves although occasionally they are referred by the health
visitor.
When wanen cane to the clinic they are never turned away but asked
to wait their turn in a long queue.

However, two proper appointments

for Well Wanan check-up are made available between 11.00 - ll.30a.m.
on a Thursday morning after the ante-natal clinic.
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On the day of my visit tv.D older wcmen came for cervical szrear
tests and were then classified by the medical staff as "Well Wanan"
check-ups, although the patients thanselves were not aware that such
a service was available.
following checks:

A normal Well Wanan examination covers the

blood pressure, weight, urine test, cervical smear

test, routine vaginal examination and breast examination.

A register

of cervical smear tests performed at the clinic is kept in the files
but there is no routine re-call service after three years.
The doctor said she provided a counselling service on the
menopause, any sexual probleIIE, anotional and relationship probleIIE,
and advice to wanen wanting an abortion.

If further help was required.

she referred wanen with menopause and 'nervous' problems to their G.P.;
wanen with psycho-sexual problems to a counsellor at the Family Planning
Association, Claranont Terrace, and wanen seeking an abortion to a
gynaecologist.
Both doctor and health visitor defined a successful clinic as
one where the patient is not kept waiting for too long.

The doctor,

however, did not think that many older wanen used the Well Wanan service
sjmply because they were not aware of it.

The Health Visitor e.xplained

that all the G.P.s in the area are male, which she feels, deters wanen
fran going to see their doctor about "wcmen's complaints".

She said

there are no notices about the "Well Wanan" service in the G.P 0 s 1
waiting roans and as a result thinks a large need in the carmunity goes
unmet.

She also thought the existing Well Wanan service would be

improved if it was separate fran the Family Planning Clinic.
N aB o

The Health Visitor said that general information on wanen's
health and diet is given out at a local sl:L.'mli.ng club.
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A booklet outlining the services provided in the housing
schane does mention the "Well Wanan" service under the section on
health.

However, this booklet is only made available at the

cannunity centre in a nearby secondary school, so is not readily
available to all the public.
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Well Wanan Clinic 006 is held in a rrodern pll.r:fX)se-built
health centre which is incorporated into a large general hospital
canplex in the centre of Glasgow.

It is situated on a busy main
There are

road surrounded by small factories and council housing.

a number of different bus routes which pass by the health centre and
Access to the clinic is

the service is frequent and reliable.

through an enclosed Reception canplex with cafeterias and canfortable
waiting areas.
At the main reception desk a large notice is displayed indicating
the t:imes and days that the Well Wanan Clinic is open.

The clinic

is held on alternate Monday mornings between 9.00 - ll.30a.m. and is
a separate clinic from Family Planning.
provided.

No crecre facilities are

After checking in at reception, wanen are directed to a

large open plan waiting area which serves several different clinics.
The doctor's and nurse's roan are adjacent to each other in the Well
Wanan section of the waiting area.

Women have ample privacy for

talking to the doctor, the nurse and the receptionist.
On the day of my visit eight wanen were booked into the clinic,
which apparently is the normal number.
as is the nonnal practice at this clinic.

They were all self-referrals
The usual waiting time for

an appointment is between 2 - 4 months and if an early return visit is
indicated then the patient is slotted into the Family Planning Clinic.
A normal Well Wanan examination lasts 20 minutes which is the
t:ime allowed for each appointment.

Firstly, the nurse takes the

patient's blood pressure and weighs her.

She then finds out if the

patient has any particular problem which is worrying her.

The

patient then goes through to the doctor who discusses the patient's
general health and finds out if she has any problems.

Clinical checks
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then follow which include a urine test, cervical s:near test, a
vaginal examination and swabs, and a breast examination.

The

doctor explains to the patient how to examine her o.vn breasts for
any lurnps.
Once the clinical tests are canpleted the patient is sent
back through to the health visitor who gives further advice and
counselling if necessary and hands out appropriate literature for
the wanen to read at hane.

The pamphlets available include ones

on thrush, breast self-exarnination, P.M.T., the menopause, pe1�iod
pains and "beating heart disease", which covers the dangers of
sooking, the value of good diet and nxxierate exercise.
Both the doctors and nurse at this clinic said they offered
advice and counselling on the menopause, psycho-sexual problens,
relationship and "nervous" problems, and abortion.

If further help

was required they suggested specialist help or a referral back to
the G.P. if the problen was errotional or if an abortion was requested.
They said that they aimed to work as a tea'Il to ensure that each patient
had ample opportunity to discuss her worries and problems.

They

saw the value of treating the 'whole' wanan and said that a presenting
clinical problen was often only a screen for underlying social or
anotional problems.

Toe health visitor/nurse said she discussed a

whole range of problems with wanen including physical abuse,
depression due to divorce or widowhood, unanployment and rr.arital
problens.

She did her best to refer women to appropriate agencies

such as Wanan 's Aid and Marriage C--uidance Council;

and to voluntary

work agencies for warren who needed to regain their confidence and get
back into the outside world after divorce or widowhood.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one where there is a
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"relaxed atmosphere, where patients are not inhibited from asking
questions and where they receive relevant answers.

There should be

good relationships with local G.P.s and examinations should be
thorough so that any pathology can be pie:.ked up.

There should be

a good relationship between medical, nursing and clerical staff".
The health visitor defined a successful clinic as one where
the wanan feels "she has been reassured both physically and mentally
and has been treated with sympathetic friendliness".

She added,

"I have never seen a patient leave the clinic looking 'uptight' and
tense".
The receptionist defined a successful clinic as one "where
patients are seen promptly and feels the doctor has been interested
in them''.

The nurse and the receptionist both thought that there

should be more frequent sessions in order to cut down on waiting
time.

The nurse suggested weekly sessions as opposed to fortnightly

session, which is the arranganent at present.

N.B.

Both doctor and nurse said that the menopause is an area
which needs rrore consideration.

They do not feel they have

enough time to deal with this problem at the clinic.
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Well W'anan Clinic 007 is held in a detached post-war council
house which is situated on a main arterial road on the outskirts
of Glasgow.

It is in a neighbourhood of 'cottage' style council

housing with a

felt

local shops nearby.

At least six different

buses pass by the clinic and the service is frequent.
The Well Wanan Clinic is separate f� the Family Planning Clinic
and operates once

a

fortnight on a Monday evening between 6.30 - 9.00p.m.

On the ground floor is the clerkess's office where \\Dffien are checked
in when they arrive.

'!hey wait for their consultation in a ffilall

waiting roan across the corridor from the reception rcx:m.

The health

visitor's roan is adjacent to the waiting room and the doctor's
consultation roan is upstairs in the first floor.

Thus arTangenents

are satisfactory for wanen to talk privately to the doctor, the nurse
and the receptionist.
There are no Well Woman posters or notices indicating the existence
of the service.

"

'!here are no creche facilities.

On the evening of my- visit fourteen wanen were booked in for a
check-up, but only nine came.

Time allowed for an appointment is

5 minutes although in reality each wanan spent about 5 minutes with
the health visitor, followed by 5 - 10 minutes with the doctor.
Nonnally wanen refer themselves for an appointment and there is a
long waiting list.

Currently wcxnen must wait 2 - 4 rronths to get a

first appointment.

The popularity of this clinic may be explained,

according to the nurse and patients, by the fact that it is one of
only three evening well wanan clinics run by the Greater Glasgow
Health Board, and is used by a lot of working \VO!Ilen who c:annot easily
get time off to visit day clinics.
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A routine well wcman examination starts with a preliminary
interview with the health visitor who takes down the wanan 1 s rredical
history, takes ol<XXi pressure and does a urine analysis test.

She

then finds out if the patient has any particular problsns and if
necessary offers advice and counselling.

The patient is then taken

upstairs where she undresses and is weighed by a nurse before seeing
the doctor.

She is given an opportunity to discuss with the doctor

anything that is worrying her;

there then follows a rredical

examination which includes a cervical smear test, a vaginal examination
and a breast examination.

A register is kept of women having smear

tests out there ts no re-call service after three years.
The doctor said she offered counselling and advice on the rrenop::-..use,
sexual problems and 'relationship' and 'nervous' problem:;.

She

may refer wanen back to their G.P.'s if they request an abortion.
'!he health visitor said she offered advice and counselling on the
whole range of itsns- listed in the questionnaire;

sane itens like

weight and diet would oe dealt with by her IIDre than the doctor.
She said the doctor dealt IIOre with the menopause, and psycho-sexual
problems.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one 'where those attending
are relaxed and are happy to return" .

The clerkess saw a successful

clinic as one "where patients are put at ease and therefore come back
when it is required",
'!he health visitor asked to keep the questionnaire to fill out later
but has not returned it to the office.

She pointed out that sane

patients still attended the clinic once a year for a check up even if
they had rroved right away fran the area.

She saw this as an example

of wanen not knowing of the existence of well wornan clinics in other
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areas and also as- a sign that women prefer to keep up contact
with the same doctor and nursing team.
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Well Wana.n Clinic

CX)8

(X)8

is held in a Victorian Town Hall in a

dockside inner city area of Glasgow.

It is surrounded by older

sty le tenerrent houses and roodern two storey council houses.

A

frequent bus service offering a variety of routes and the subway
station are close at hand.
The Well Wanan Clinic is canbined with the Family Planning Clinic
and is held once a week on a Thursday oorning between 9.00 - ll.30a.m.
'lhe clinic is held on the first floor of the Town Hall and women
arriving have to check in with the clerkess in a gnall office sane
twenty yards away from the clinic itself.

In the clinic is a small

cramped waiting area, a rcx:m for the health visitor and the doctor's
consultation roan.

The physical lay-out of the building allows

wanen to talk privately to the doctor, the health visitor and the
clerkess.

There are no creche facilities.

There are no notices

anywhere in the main entrance or in the clinic to indicate the
existence of the Well Wanan Clinic.
On the day ot my visit there was one wanan booked in for a Well
Wanan check-up.
1M)IlJ3Jl

The clinic never has more than one or two well

patients each week.

Over the last two rronths there have only

been :four well wanan patients.

The lack of demand means that wcmen

wanting a check-up can nonnally be fitted into the next scheduled
clinic, so they only have to wait a week for an appointment.

Most

wanen are self-referral and according to the Family Planning nurse,
choose to cane to the clinic rather than go to their general practitioner
because they don't like being examined by male doctors or discussing
\\Dlren's canplaints" with than.

11
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- 2 A routine well wanan examination lasts about twenty minutes;

five

minutes with the health visitor/fanlily planning nurse, followed. by
five to ten minutes with the doctor.

The wanan sees the H.V./F.P.

nurse first in her roan, who finds out if there is a problem and why
the patient wants a check-up.

If

the wanan appears anxious or

worried the nurse tries to make her feel at ease.
wamn's blood pressure and weighs her.

If

She takes the

there is an obvious

weight problem she will discuss diet and sl.imning clubs with her.
Next the nurse discusses self-breast examination, explains how to
do it properly and finally she tests the wonan's urine.

The wanan

is then sent back to the waiting area to wait for the doctor.
The doctor's examination consists of a cervical smear test, a
vaginal examination and swab, a breast examination and a chest
examination.

The doctor will give advice on the menopause, psycho

sexual problems and 'nervous' probelms but will refer patients back
to their G.P. if they need further counselling on the menopause or have
'nervous' or 'relationship' problem:;.

If the wanan requests an

abortion she is referred. to a specialist at a gynaecological clinic,
and if she has serious psycho-sexual problems she is referred to a
specialist.
A register of patients having cervical smears is kept in individual
patients' files.

There is no proper re-call service but the patient

is expected. to initiate a return visit after three years.
The Family Planning nurse defined a successful clinic as one ''where
a patient leaves satisfied. and relaxed and will return willingly for
the next appointment", and the doctor defined a successful clinic as
one "where patients are satisfied".

-------------
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is held in a post-war council building

on a council estate close to a suburban shopping area in Glasgow.
The estate consists of 'cottage' style semi-detached houses and is
semi-rural in outlook.

There is a frequent bus service five minutes

walk away fran the clinic and a blue train service close at hand.
The Well Wanan Clinic is canbined with the Family Planning Clinic
and is held once a week on Wednesday morning between 9.00 - 11. 30a.m.
There are no posters publicising the Well Wanan Clinic anywhere in
the building.

I\

There are no creche facilities but sane toys are

available for children to play with in one of the waiting rcx::ms.
After checking in with the receptionist in the main entrance
wanen go through a corridor to a large room used as a baby clinic
where they see the health visitor.

The doctor's consultation roan

is adjacent to the health visitor's room.

This arrangenent provides

wanen with privacy when talking to the doctor, the health visitor and
the receptionist.
On the day of my visit two wanen were booked in for a Well Wanan
examination.

Wanen usually refer themselves for an appointment but

sanetimes they are referred by their G.P. or health visitor.
clinic has no waiting time problens.

This

It is normal for a wanan to

get an appointment at the next scheduled clinic or if a woman is
prepared to wait she can be fitted into the clinic on the rrorning she
canes to make an appointment.

There is no regular consultation time

although the whole examination tends to last about 15 - 20 minutes.
The health visitor said that the policy at this clinic is to "allow
as long as is necessary" to meet the patient's needs.
A routine Well Woman examination starts in the health. visitor's
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roan where she takes the patient 1 s medical history, weighs her and
does a urine test.
may have.

She then discusses any problems that the patient

The wcman is then sbown through to the doctor 1 s roan

where the doctor takes her blood pressure, does a cervical snear test,
a vaginal examination and swab, and a breast examination.

The

doctor will then spend time talking to the patient about any health
or sn:>tional probelms that are worrying her.
At this clinic the doctor said she offers advice and counselling
on the whole range of itEmS listed in the questionnaire and regards
it as her ranit to deal with all aspects of wanen 1 s health, from both
a physical and sn:>tional point of vie.v.

She enphasised the importance

of counselling on SID'.Jking, "diet 11 and pre-natal counselling, as well
as the itEmS in the ' 1staff questionnaire 11 which include the menopause,
sexual relationship problans and abortion.

If further specialist

help is required. the doctor refers the patients to the Mamrography
Clinic and to the Breast Clinic both at the Western Infirmary.

If

an abortion is requested, she refers the patient to the B.P.A.S. so
that wanen can get an abortion outside their home area if they wish.
The doctor and both the health visitors defined a successful
clinic as one where the client is happy and satisfied with the service
and will cane back willingly.

One health visitor added that a

successful clinic is one where patients will refer other women to it.
The receptionist added that she thought a successful clinic should
ensure that patients gu away feeling that someone has taken an interest
in their particular problen.
There is no central register of cervical smears kept at this
clinic although individual patients 1 files contain details of any
cytology test perfonned at the clinic.

The patient is expected to
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initiate her own return visit for a repeat smear after three years ..
N �B · • Unlike the other doctors I have seen so far, this doctor sees
it as her remit to offer advice and counselling on all aspects
of wOIIEn's health, including psychological, social and erotional
problems.

She does not refer wanen back to their G.P.s. but

wherever possible offers long-term help but allowing repeat
visits where necessary.

On the morning of my visit a wanan

was seen by the doctor about a psycho-sexual problan and I was
told this was her third visit in three months.
The doctor explained that she is unlike roost doctors who do
'Well Wanan' Clinics

- a Clinical Medi.cal Officer involved

with all aspects of health care

-("a dying breed").

As such

she is trained to deal with social and emotional problems that
stan fran the wanan's family and camrunity life and she places
value on developing long-term relationships with her patients.
The doctor made two main suggestions:
1) •

that women should always be infonred of the results
of their cytology test, even if it is negative.

2).

that camruni ty based newspapers should be used to
advertise the existence of the Well Woman Service.
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Well Wanan Clinic 010 is held in a rrodern purpose-built health
centre in the middle of a new council estate made of high quality,
two storey buildings.

'Ihe council estate is situated in a

predaninantly middle-class suburban area on the south side of the
City.

A good bus service passes the door and there is a blue train

service nearby.
There are no Well Wanan notices anywhere in the clinic but there
are some ''V\ ell Wanan" related pamphlets displayed in the foyer.

'!here

are no cr�che facilities.
'Ihe Well Wanan clinic is canbined with Family Planning and is
held twice a week on Tuesday rrornings between 9 .00 - 11. 30a om. and
on Thursday, afternoons. between 2.00 - 4.30p.m.

Women check in at

the receptionist's office which is incorporated into a large foyer.
'!hey are then shown through to a enaller waiting room off the foyer.
The health visitor's room leads off the waiting room and beyond her
room are changing cubicles and toilets.

A further room beyond the

changing area is the doctor's consultation room.

'!he whole lay-out

is designed to allow privacy for patients when talking to the receptionist,
the health visitor and the doctor.

However, the health visitor

canplained that after their consultation, wanen have to go through her
roan and to the changing area which results in intrusion on the privacy
of the wanen she is presently interviewing.
On the day of my visit six wanen were booked in for a Well Wanan
check-up and all attended.

It is usual for a woman to get an appointment

at the next scheduled clinic and the receptionist is particularly helpful
in giving wanen a choice of rrorning or afternoon.

I� a patient canes

with a problen she is asked to wait and is seen that day.

'!he
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receptionist stated that about half the wanen are self-referrals
and the other half a.re referred by their G.P. or health visitor.
A routine Well Wanan e,�nation took about 20 minutes;

10

minutes with the health visitor and 10 minutes at least with the
doctor.

The patient is first taken to the health visitor's roan

where she is weighed and has a urine test taken.

The health

visitor discusses any problems the patient may have and takes down
the medical history.

After this the patient is shown t.11.rough to

the changing cubicles where she changes into a gown and ·.vaits to
see the doctor.
The doctor's examination includes a blood pressure check, a
blood test for HaemJglobin, or Rubella, as required, an examination
of the abdanen and pelvis, a cervical snear test and swab, and a
breast examination.

'The patient has the techniques of breast self-

examination explained to her and has an apportunity to discuss with
the doctor anything that is worrying her.
At this clinic the doctor provides counselling on the menopause,
sexual problems, "relationship" and "nerves" problerE and abortion.
She said she "copes" with all the above mentioned problsn.s herself, not
nonnally referring any woman to a specialist apart fran those requesting
an abortion who are referred to their G.P.s.
Toe doctor did not choose to define a successful clinic but
thought her clinic was working satisfactorily.

However, she thought

there should be IIDre publicity of the Well Wanan service.

She also

thought that clinics should show health education films to wanen on
topics such 2.s breast self-examination and the procedure for cervical
smear tests.

CLINIC 010
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The health visitor defined a successful clinic as "one to which
patients feel they can go, and return for advice and help on any
health problem, and where they feel they matter, don't feel rushed
and can relate well to the clinic's staff".

This particular health

visitor was also keen to extend the Well Wcman service to include a
regular showing of videos/films on specific aspects of wanen's health.
She would also like to see "support" groups formed, organised by people
who could offer counselling and advice to women with diet problems,
menopausal wcmen and pre-menstrual tension sufferers.
A record is kept of cervical snear tests on individual patient's
files;

the patient is expected to initiate her own return visit after

three years.
An elderly health visitor due to retire explained to me that
it was once routine to send out raninder letters to wcmen to
cane for a snear test.
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Well Wanan clinic 011 is held in a Victorian council building
which is situated in a residential area on the south side of Glasgow.
There are shops and a park nearby and the houses round about are
privately-owned tensnent flats or semi-detached houses.

A number

of different buses pass the clinic and they are frequent and reliable.
There is a blue train service nearby.
In the main entrance hall to the clinic is a Well Wanan poster
published by the Health Education Council which explains what services
are available.

Ne.,-rt to it on the notice board is a Well Wanan

IX)Ster listing times and dates when the clinic operates.

The clinic

is held once a week on Monday mornings between 9.30 - ll.30a.m.
Recently an additional evening clinic has started up on the first and
third Thursday in every month.

Poth day and evening clinics are

specifically for Well Woman appointments and are separate from Family
Planning.

A

There are no creche facilities.

After checking in at reception in the main entrance hall wanen
wait in a large waiting roan.

Toe nurse's roan and doctor's

consultation roan are adjacent to each other along a corridor which
leads off the main entrance hall.
back into the waiting roan.

The doctor's "exit" door leads

This arrangsnent ensures that women can

speak privately to the doctor, the nurse and the receptionist.
On the day of my visit ten wanen were booked in for an appointment
and nine of the attended.

The usual practice is for wanen to refer

the:nselves by phoning the clinic.

There is a waiting time of two

to three weeks for a first appointment and time allowed for a consultation
is fifteen minutes.

A routine Well Wanan examination lasts about 15 - 20 minutes;

10
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minutes with the nurse and 10 minutes with the doctor.

The nurse

first weighs the patient in the main waiting roan and then takes her
through to her own roan where she takes the medical history, blood
pressure and a urine test.

The patient is then shown in to see

the doctor in an adjoining roan.

The doctor's examination consists

of a cervical smear test and swab, an examination of the breasts,
abdanen and pelvis, and a haerooglobin and rubella test is required.
She counsels the patient in techniques of breast self-examination
and discusses any problems.
The doctor provides counselling on any health or emotional
problens and in particular deals with menopausal, µ:,ycho-sexual
relationship and nervous problans without referring the patient onto
a specialist.

In the case of abortion she refers the patient to

her G.P.
Although the doctor did not give a definition of a successful
clinic, she pointed out the areas where :i.mprovanents could be made.
Firstly she thought that there should be increased publicity of
Well Wanan clinics and that films on breast self-examination and
cervical 311ear procedures should be shown to patients as part of their
health education at a Well Wanan examination.

She pointed out that

such films are shown routinely at Pollok Clinic due to the initiative of
a young enthusiastic health visitor.

However, at this particular clinic

the nursing staff would not want those extra dsnands placed on thE!Tl.
The nurse defined a successful clinic as one where there is a
"good attendance, a clinic that treats all age groups and gives the
patient a follow-up date, and encourages a positive attitude to health
in general '' .

She added that it is important for the over 50's

attending the clinic, to have their blood cholesterol level checked
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- 3 and to be given ir...fonnation about a healthy diet.
There is a ree0rd cf cervical smears performed at this
clinic kept in individual patients' files.

Patients are re-called

for a follow-up smear if any pathology is indicated;

otherwise

they are expected to initiate their own follow-up snear test after
three years.
N.B.

Informal Cbservation: This clinic runs SIIDOthly and efficiently.
The atrrosphere is sanewhat impersonal, possibly due to the
grandiose Victorian surroundings which seand to have an
intimidating effect upon the wanen.

Those women who attended

seaned highly motivated, middle-class wanen.

A number of than

said they chose to attend a Well Wanan clinic rather than go to
their G.P. because they thought they would be treated rrore
seriously and be given more consideration at a clinic.
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Well Woman Clinic 012 is held in a modern purpose-built
health centre in an inner city area of Glasgo.v.

'!he health centre

is situated in a run down area of the City near the river.
'!here is a mixture of older style tenenent property and rrodern two
storey council housing.

A number of different bus routes serve

this area and they are frequent and reliable.
'!he Well Woman clinic is situated on the first floor of the
health centre.

It is held once a week on Thursday, afternoon between

1.30 - 4.30p.m., and is separate frcm the Family Planning Clinic.
There are no cr�che facilities provided.
Patients check in at the main reception desk in an open plan
waiting area.

'!he doctor's roan and the nurse's room are adjacent

to each other through a door off the main working area.

Therefore

women can talk privately to the receptionist, the nurse and the doctor.
On the day of my visit seven wanen came for a Well Woman
examination and one defaulted.

Women nonnally refer then.selves or

are occasionally sent by their G.P.

'!he doctor and the clerkess

both canplained about the number of defaulters.

They said than on

some occasions they sit waiting in vain a whole afternoon for wanen
to turn up.

'!here is a tv.u month waiting list so they feel that the

problem caused by the defaulters only exacerbates the backlog of
appointments.
A routine Well Wanan examination lasts about 15 minutes;

5

minutes with the health visitor and 10 minutes with the doctor.
Ho.vever, the doctor said grudgingly that her consultations often go
on for longer when people want to discuss personal and danestic
problans.
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'Ihe patient first sees the Health Visitor in her roan who
checks urine, blood pressure and weight.

She then takes down the

patient's medical history but does not discuss any problems with
her.
'Ihe patient is then shown through to the doctor who does
a chest examination, a breast examinatjon, a blood test if deaned
necessary and a cervical smear test.
The doctor will then deal with any problEmS the patient
wishes to discuss including the menopause, sexual problEmS,
'relationship' and nervous problEmS.

However, she does not see

counselling as an integral part of her job and refers wanen on to
specialists whenever possible.

If an abortion is requested she

refers the patient back to her G.P.
Toe doctor at this clinic expressed some resentment at having
to deal with such a wide range of problans;

for example, she did

not feel it was part of her job to deal with routine gynaecological
problans "this is not a gyn. clinic;"

She thought that gynaecology

clinics were roore suited to deal the menopause problems and other
''wanen' s canplaints''.

MJreover, she said she resented the t:ime she

had to e,-xpend listening to wanen's danestic, errotional and social
problems which she thought was really the G.P.'s responsibility.

In

particular, she canplained of women coming to her for a second opinion,
having been dissatisfied with the response fran their G.P.

She

claimed that patients would often alter their versions of events and
problEmS in order to manipulate her and the G.P.

She feared that

becaning too enbroiled in patients' problems caused resentment fran
their G.P.s.

In having to deal with such problerrs she felt she was
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being hindered in pursuing her main job at the clinic,

ie. offering

a service of preventive medicine and health education to VJCmen.
Although. this doctor defined her own role at the clinic very
rigidly she did feel there is a need for access to specialists at
Well Wanan clinics.

For example, she would like to see dietitians

and social workers at Well Wanan clinics, as well as lay people who
could help women to find out and set up self-help groups.
The Health Visitor had a sanewhat different approach frcm
the doctor.

For example, she emphasised the value of Well Wanan

clinics when patients are unable to go to their G.P. or are
dissatisfied with their G.P. service.

She thought her role at the

clinic was limited because it did not allow for counselling.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one where there is
a full attendance and a good follow-up of patients requiring repeat
smears.
The health visitor defined a successful clinic as one where
the "patient was willing to cane and saw the benefit of the service
and where wanen crune who seldcxn took an active interest in their own
health".
A register of cervical smear tests performed at the clinic is
kept in individual patients' files.
if pathology is•indicated.

There is a re-call service

Otherwise the pati nt is expected to

initiate a return visit after three years.

N.B.

It is of interest to note that one of the wanen seen by the
doctor spoke to me at length after her consultation.

She
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expressed disappointment and dissatisfaction at having
been referred by her G.P. to the Well Wanan clinic only
to find that the doctor wished to refer her back to her
G.P. in order to send her to a gynaecologist :

The worran

said that although she had had an opportunity to discuss
her problems she had felt a lack of real interest and care
in her as a person.
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Well Wanan clinic 013 is held in a modern, purpose-bui�t
health centre in a run-down class area in an inner city area of
Glasgow.

The health centre is surrounded by a mixture of old

style tenanents and post-war council housing.

Although there are

a number of different buses which pass close to the health centre,
most people who attend the clinic live locally and arrive by foot.
The Well Wanan clinic is a mixed clinic conbined with Family
Planning.

It is held once a week on a Friday between 9.30 � 12.COa.m.

No creche facilities are provided but wanen can bring their pram=,
J\

into the waiting area on the first floor by using a ramp which leads
up fran the ground floor.
Wanen coming for a Well Wanan examination check in at reception
in a large open plan waiting area.
area is a suite of consulting rocm5.

Along one side of the waiting
First there is a changing rcx:m

for wanen to undress in, which leads through to the Health Visitor's
consultation roan.

This roan, in turn, leads through to the doctor's

consultation roan.

Thus arranganents are satisfactory for patients

to talk privately to the receptionist, the Health Visitor and the
doctor.
On the day of my visit only two women were booked in for an
examination and only one wanan actually attended.

Wanen nonnally

refer themselves or are occasionally sent by their G.P.
clinic the appointment systan is very flexible.

At this

Wanen who just turn

up at the clinic are often told to wait so that they can be seen by
a doctor that morning.

Wanen with a particular problen that is

worrying then are always seen on the same day.

Otherwise the worren

are always given an appointment for the next scheduled clinic, the
following week.

This clinic's facility to fit everybody in means
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that it is always very busy and women have to wait a long time in
the waiting rcan before seeing the doctor.

However, the receptionist

said that this procedure has been adopted simply to ensure that a
wanan is not deterred fran attending.

She said that roost of the

wanen who use this clinic are not good at keeping appointments and
might never cane back if they were to be turned away at their initial
visit.
A routine Well Wanan examination lasts about 15 minutes;

5

minutes with the Health Visitor and 10 minutes with the doctor.

Toe

patient first sees the Health Visitor who takes down medical history,
checks urine, blood pressure and weight.

The patient is then shown

through to the doctor who does a cervical smear test, a breast
examination and discusses any problems.
On the day of my visit the clinic was extranely busy and
neither the two Health Visitors mr the doctor had time to talk to
me.

Although the receptionist thought that the doctor offered

counselling on such topics as stress and depression, the menopause,
stopping snaking and weight and diet -

I have no concrete evidence

to support this since the doctor has not returned her questionnaire.
Neither of the two health visitors have returned canplete d staff
questionnaires either.
Toe receptionist thought that the Well Woman service could
be improved by introducing a separate session apart fran Family
Planning one morning a week.

It would appear that lack of publicity

is one of the main reasons for such a low take up of the service.
There were no posters publicising the Well Woman service in any part
of the health cent�e.
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Toe receptionist said that a book is used to record which
wcmen have had a cervical smear test at the clinic.

Toe snear

test result is sent to the patient's G.P. and if any pathology is
indicated the patient is either referred to hospital or back to
the clinic for treatment for minor infections.

Toe patient is

expected to initiate her o.vn return visit after three years.
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Well Woma..� Clinic 014 is held in the outpatients' department
of a hospital for wanen, located on the south side of the City.
It is situated in a working-class area but is used by wanen fran
both inside and outside the area.

It is adjacent to two busy

main roads and is served by a number of buses, which are frequent
and reliable.
'Ihe clinic is combined with a Family Planning clinic and is
held once a week on a Monday between 9.CO - ll.3Da..m.
no posters publicising the existence of the clinic.

There are
There are no

creche facilities.
Clients check in at a small reception cubicle by the main door
leading into outpatients.

They wait to see medical staff in a

large, open-plan waiting area.

The nurse and the doctor each have

a consultation roan leading off the waiting area.

Arrangements are

not adequate for clients to talk privately to the receptionist, but
are satisfactory when seeing rredical staff.
On the day of my visit there were no well wanan patients.

I

was told that all those clients who attend are self-referrals and
that there is only a low demand for the service which enables a
client to get an early appointment within a week to a fortnight.
Each client is allowed a ten minute appoiniment.
A routine a�nation starts with the nurse c.�ecking a client's
blood pressure, weight, and urine, and taking her medical history.
She then shows the client through to the doctor who does a cervical
smear test and swab and a breast examination, and deals with such
gynaecological problems as the menopause, and requests for abortion.
However, she does not deal with sexual, "relationship" or "nervous"
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related problens, referring them on to specialists at Clarenont
Terrace or Marriage Guidance.

This clinic does not provide a counselling service since it
functions purely as a department dealing with 'routine screening
procedures and other related problems (re. menopause)'.

Toe

receptionist infonned me that she advises clients who only want
a smear test to make an appointment at this clinic, but if they
want a full well wanan check up they should make an appoini:r!Ent
instead at a neighbouring clinic.
There is no register of cervical smear tests perfonned at the
clinic.

There is no re-call service after three years.

The doctor defined a successful clinic as "one that meets the
patients' requirenents".
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Well Wanan Clinic 015 is held in a rrodern purpose-built
health centre in the middle of a large housing scheme on the
It is near a shopping centre and surrounded

outskirts of Glasgow.
by council housing.

Buses pass the clinic frequently as there

is a very good service available to all parts of the housing scheme
and to Glasgow.

The Well Woman clinic is situated on the first floor of the
health centre and is held once a fortnight on a Friday rrorning
between 9.00 - 12.COa.m.

It is specifically held for women

requiring a Well Woman examination so is not canbined with Family
Planning.

,.._

There are no creche facilities provided.

Patients check in with the receptionist in her office and then
wait a long narrow corridor to see the nurse and doctor.

The Health

Visitor's roan is adjacent to the doctor's consultation roan so
worren go fran seeing the health visitor to seeing the doctor through
a carmunicating door.

Thus arrangements are satisfactory for women

to talk privately to the receptionist, the health visitor and the
doctor.

On the day of my visit 25 women were booked in to see the doctor
but only 7 arrived.

This high number of defaulters was considered

unusual by the receptionist who thought that the extremely bad
weather had stopped people from keeping their appointment.

Wanen

normally refer themselves or occasionally are referred by health
visitors in the area.

The doctor at this clinic is prepared to book in a large
number of women at each session because she knows that sane will
default.

The clerkess asks women to arrive by 10.00a.m. so she
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can tell how many defaulters-she has and can then fit in any other
wcmen who arrive unexpectedly and wish to be seen that day.

In

this way the appointment systen ensures that a woman gets an
appointment at the next scheduled clinic.

If she feels her case

is urgent she is never turned away but will be seen straightaway by
the doctor, if she is on the prenises, or at the next health clinic,
whether it be Family Planning or Well Wanan.
A routine Well Woman examination lasts about 10 minutes but
longer if necessary.

A woman patient first sees the health visitor

who takes down the medical history and checks urine and weight.

The

patient then goes through to see the doctor who checks blood pressure,
does a breast examination and a cervical smear test and counsels the
patient on any problems she may have.

This doctor offers counselling

on the menopause, psycho-sexual problens, 'relationships' and 'nerves'
problans, and abortion.

She deals with anotional-related problans

and menopausal canplaints herself, but refers wanen to Professor
George's breast clinic and to the Mamrography service where necessary,
and to the F.P.A. 1 s clinic for wanen requiring an abortion.

Wanen

v:i th weight problems are referred to the enrolled nurse at the clinic
who then arranges to see the patients weekly and give them diet sheets.
They are also referred to a local slmming club,
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one "where the client
is happy and satisfied with the service and will cane back".

She

thought that the main area that needed change was in relation to
cervical smear testing procedures.

She Emphasised that all wanen

should be infonned of the result of the smear test even if it is
negative.
Toe nurEe and the receptionist both defined a successful clinic

CLINIC 015
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as one where wanen can get early appointments and the receptionist
emphasised how important the service is to the older wanen.

She

said it gives than an opportunity to chat to doctor about relatively
w,inor nagging worries.
A record of all cervical smear tests perfonned at the clinic
is kept in individual patients' files.

If

pathology is indicated

the patient is referred to a specialist straight away or asked to
return to the clinic for minor treatment.

No raninders are sent

to wanen to come back for a repeat smear after three years.

Each

patient is eA-pected to initiate the visit herself.

N.B.
The medical team at this clinic were particularly welcaning and
friendly.

They obviously knov, many of the patients well and

because of their friendly manner the patients appeared relaxed and
at ease.

CLINIC 016
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Well Woman Clinic 016 is held in a post-war council building
situated in a residential area, in a small town on the outskirts of
Glasgow.

It is surrounded by privately-ONI1ed houses and council

prcperty and is close to a shopping centre.

Buses are frequent

and reliable and a blue train service runs near by.
The well wormn clinic is separate fran Family Planning and is
held once a fortnight on a Monday between 9.:X?> - 11.30a .m.

No

cr�che facilities are provided.
At the main entrance to the clinic, there is a well wanan poster
praninently displayed listing the times and dates of sessions.

In

the waiting rocm is a display stand, well stocked with a variety of
health education material.
After checking in at the reception desk inside the waiting room,
wanen wait until the health visitor calls then through to her roan.
The medical staff have their roans along a corridor on the other side
of the main entrance.
the health visitor's

The doctor's consllltation room is adjacent to
Thus arrangenents are satisfactory for clients

to talk privately to the receptionist, the health visitor and the
doctor.
On the day of my visit the clinic had been unexpectedly cancelled
so I was unable to see any clients.

Hcmever, I was informed by the

health visitor, that there are nonnally at least five wanen bocked in
and that most wanen are self-referrals.
A routine well woman examination lasts about twenty minutes;
five minutes with the health visitor and ten to fift8en minutes with
the doctor.

The client first sees the health visitor who takes down
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the medical history, checks weight and urine and teaches the
techniques of breast self-examination.

She gives out appropriate

health education material on such topics as thrush, P.M.T., and
period pains, and spends a short time dis12ussing any problaIE the
client may raise.
'!he client is then shown through to the doctor whose examination
includes a blood pressure check;

a blood test, if necessary;

examination of the abdomen and pelvis;
swab and a breast examination.

an

a cervical snear test and

'!he client has the techniques of

breast self-examination shown to her again and has an opportunity to
receive counselling and advice on any problem that is worrying her.
At this clinic, the doctor provides counselling on the menopause,
sexual problffilS, 'relationship' and 'nervous' problaIE, and abortion.
She does not normally refer any clients to a specialist apart fran
those wishing an abortion, who are referred to their G.P.
Both health visitors defined a successful clinic as one which
is well attended and where all the clinical tests are canpleted so
that the clients feel the benefit of attending.

One health visitor

thought there should be IIDre counselling training provided for
health visitors doing well wcman clinics because many of the problens
encountered require counselling skills.

She thought there should be

IIDre time allocated for counselling.
Both health visitors thought there should be rrore health education
material available to the public.
A register of cervical smear tests performed at Lhe clinic is
kept in individual clients' files.
are referred to their doctors.

If pathology is indicated, clients

'!he client is expected tc initiate her own

rEf,·ja:: smear after three years, so there is no re-call serv::.ce.
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Well Wanan Clinic 017 is held in a post-war council building, in
a busy suburban area of Glasgow.

It is surrounded by shops and

offices and backs onto privately-owned houses.
good

-

Public transport is

there are frequent buses and a blue train service near by.

Many of the clients attending the clinic use their own transport.

The well wanan clinic is separate from family planning and is
held fortnightly on a :Monday morning between 9.00 - 12.00a.m.

A

well wanan poster giving t:imes and dates of opening is prominently
displayed in the main waiting roan.

There are no criche facilities.

Clients check in at the receptionist's office and then wait in
a snall waiting roan ne.xt door.

The doctor's and nurse's room are

adjacent to each other across the corridor from the waiting roan.

Thus

arrangenents are adequate for clients to speak privately to the
receptionist and the medical staff.

On the day of my visit, fifteen clients were booked in for a
check-up.

All clients attending this clinic are self-referrals.

Currently there is a two to three week waiting t:ime for a first
appointment.

The receptionist allows each client a ten minute

appointment but it often exceeds this.

A routine well wanan examination lasts about twenty minutes;
ten minutes with the nurse, and at least ten minutes with the doctor.
The client first sees the nurse who checks her urine, blood pressure,
and weight.

She does not offer any counselling or advice.

The

client then goes through to the doctor who does a breast examination,
and teaches the techniques of breast self-examination, takes a cervical
smear and swab, and does an examination of the abdanen and pelvis.
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The doctor provides counselling on the menopause, sexual
'relationship' and 'nervous' problaTIS and abortion.

She does not

usually refer anyone to a specialist except for clients requesting
an abortion, who are sent to their G.P.
The doctor did not choose to define a successful clinic.
However, she thought there should be rrore publicity of the service.
She also thought that clinics should show health education films to
clients on such topics as breast self-examination and cervical ;;:mear
testing.
The health visitor defined a successful clinic as one which has
good attendance, that treats all age groups and gives the client a
follow-up date.

She thought the clinics should encourage a :positive

attitude to health in general.
A register of snears performed at the clinic is kept in a
separate book, and in clients' files.
if pathology is indicated.

Clients are only re-called

Otherwise they are expected to initiate

a return visit after three years as there is no re-call service.

- - - - � - - - - - - - - - - � - -. - � - - - - - - - - - -
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Well Wanan Clinic 018 is held in a dingy, post-war council
building, which is situated in the middle of a large housing schene on
the outskirts of Glasgow.

Most people who use the clinic are residents

of the housing estate and arrive by foot.
Th.e well wanan clinic is not a proper separate clinic, since it
takes place at the end of a weekly ante-natal clinic.

It is held

every Friday, starting at 10.15 and continues until 12,CX)a.m.

There

are no posters publicising its existence.
facilities.
Clients check in at the main reception desk and are then sent
to the waiting roan.

The health visitor's roan and the doctor's

roan are adjacent to each other along the same corridor.

Thus

arrangenents are satisfactory for the clients to speak privately to
the receptionist and the medical staff.
On the day of my visit there were four clients booked in for a
check-up.

Approx:i.Ir.ately half of the clients who attend are self

referrals, the remainder are referred by their G.P. or health visitor.
There is only a week's wait for an appointment, and the clinic is
usually quiet.

Each client spends about ten minutes with the health

visitor and a further ten to fifteen minutes with the doctor.
A routine well wanan examination starts with the health visitor
taking the client to her roan where she checks her weight, urine and
blood pressure, and takes down details of her medical history.

If

the client has any problems the health visitor will spend time
discussing than with her and offering counselling and advice.

She

then takes the client through to another roan where she shows her two
films, one on breast self-examination and the other on cervical smear
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These two films are kept running continuously for the

duration of each clinic session so that all clients have an opportunity
to see the films either before or after they have seen the doctor.
The health education film programne has been initiated by the health
visitor attached to this clinic and is the only one like it in
Glasgow.
Once the client has seen the film, she is sent to a changing roan
where the puts on a gown, and is shown through to the doctor's roan.
The doctor includes in her e..�nation a breast examination, and
cervical snear test and swab and an e..�nation of the abdomen and pelvis.
She also instructs the client in the techniques of breast self-examination.
The doctor provides counselling on the menopause, sexual and
'relationship' problens, 'nervous' problems and abortion.

She only

refers a client on to a specialist if she request an abortion, preferring
to deal with most clients' problsrs herself.
The health visitor deals with all kinds of problems, and is prepared
to counsel clients on all the topics listed in the general questionnaire.
She has set up a self-help, health group for wanen living en the housing
scheme and she thinks that it is proving particularly popular with younger,
married wanen, or single mothers.

She is hoping that a similar group,

designed to meet the health needs of older wanen will be established soon,
with the help of another health visitor.
Toe doctor did not choose to define a successful clinic but she
thought that there should be rmre publicity of the service and more
use made of health education literature and films.
The health visitor defined a successful clinic as one that
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"'people will know about, will use and will cane back to".
A register of cervical snears performed. at the clinic is kept
in individual clients' files.
is indicated.

Clients are re-called if pathology

There is no routine re-call service.

Clients are

expected to initiate their own repeat snear after three years.
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Well Wanan Clinic 019 is held in a post-war, council building
beside a busy main road in a working-class area of the City.
is surrounded by a mixture of private and council property.

It
There

is a reasonably good bus service close to the clinic.
The clinic is combined with family planning and is held once a
week on a Friday between 1.30 - 3.30p.rn.

There are no posters

advertising the existence of the clinic.

There are no creche facilities.

I\

Clients check in at a partitioned-off reception office near the
main entrance and then wait in a large, old-fashioned waiting area.
The health visitor's rcx::m and the doctor's roan each lead off the
waiting area.

Thus arranganents are satisfactory for .::!lients to talk

privately to the receptionist, the health visitor and the doctor.
On the day of my visit the clinic was busy but there was only
one well wanan client.

Toe receptionist said that all well wan.en

clients who attend the clinic are self-referrals.

It is usually

possible for a client to get an appointment on the day she attends or
within a week.

Normally a client spends about ten minutes with the

nurse and ten minutes with the doctor.
A routine well wanan check up starts with the nurse (a family
planning specialist) taking the medical details and doing checks on
blood pressure, weight and urine.

The nurse will spend sane time

finding out if the client has any prcblans, and offering counselling
and advice covering all the topics listed.

She also discusses with

and shows the client, the techniques of breast self-examination.

If

the client has weight problans she will advise her about diets and put
her in touch with a weight<.vatcher's club.
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After this consultation the client has to wait again to see
The main exrunination is done by the doctor and includes

the doctor.

a cervical snear test and swab, a breast examination and a sounding
of the chest.

The doctor will s-pend sane time discussing a client's

problens but she only offers counselling on gynaecologically-related
problens such as the menopause, and requests for abortion.

She does

not deal with sexual, 'relationship' or 'nervous'-related problE!lE,
referring such matters imnediately to specialists or the client's G.P.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as "one with satisfied
clients".

The nurse defined a successful clinic as one "where a

patient leaves satisfied and relaxed and willing to return for her
next appointment".
A register of smears performed at the clinic is kept in individillll
clients' files. , If pathology is indicated the clients are advised
to go to their G.P. or hospital.
three years.

There is no re-call service after

A client is expected to initiate her own repeat visit.

--- ----- ---- ---- -�--- -- -- -- - - -
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Well Woman Clinic 020 is held in a pre-war, council building,
which is situated on the corner of a busy main road in a working-class
area of Glasgow.

Public transport is good -

a nlIDlber of different

buses pass the clinic and there is a blue train service and a subway
station close by.

The clinic is surrounded by a mixture of roodern

and council property, and privately owned tenements.

M:)st people

who use the service live locally and cane by foot but the clinic is
easily accessible to v.anen fran neighbouring areas as transport is so
good.
Toe well woman clinic is separate fran family planning and is held
fortnightly on a Tuesday fran 5.CO - 6.30p.m.
poster displayed in the clinic.

There is no well wanan
I\

There are no creche facilities.

Clients check in with the receptionist who has an office in the
main foyer.

They then wajt to be seen in a small waiting roan on the

ground floor.

Toe health visitor's room and the doctor's roan are

adjacent to each other along the same corridor as the waiting-roan.
There is a changing roan in between the health visitor's roan and the
doctor's roan.

Thus arranganents are satisfactory for clients to

talk privately to the receptionist, the health visitor and the doctor.
On the day of my visit trere were twelve clients booked in for a
well wanan check-up.

Eight clients attended.

All wanen attending

this clinic are self-referrals and according to the receptionist, and
to my own observation, a large percentage of then seen to be older wanen.
Currently it is possible for a client to get an appointment at the next
scheduled clinic, which means a two to three week wait.

Consultation

t:ime is shorter than at other clinics I visited - usually only ten
minutes in all.

The client first sees the health visitor who takes

details of her medical history, and checks her urine and weighs her.
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Toe client then undresses in the changing roan and goes through to
the doctor who checks blood pressure, does a cervical 3Ilear test and
a breast examination.
Both the health visitor and the doctor will spend a short time
listening to clients' problems but this aspect of the service is
obviously regarded as peripheral.

For example, the doctor only deals

with menopause problans, referring all other categories back to the
client's G.P. except in the case of psycho-sexual problems, when clients
are referred to a specialist at the F.P.A.

Toe doctor stated that a

well wanan clinic's function is to midentify disease in its early
stage before it is symptanatic".
However the health visitor stated that one of the functions of
the clinic is that of a "ccmpassionate listening service".

She

counselled clients with menopause, 'relationship' and 'nervous' problems,
and those clients wishing an abortion.

How-ever, she said that all

these problems were not dealt with in any depth and were usually
referred to the G.P. or specialist.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as "one which does not have
a waiting list and where patients do not have long to wait at the clinic.
Quick results for pathology reports".
Toe health visitor defined a successful clinic as "one that meets
the needs of the individual'' .
pranoting the service''.

She thought that there should be "more

It was noticeable, that there was no health

education material on display.
A register of cervical snear tests performed at the clinic is
kept in individual patients' files, cmd in a record book.

Patients are

mily re-called if pathology is indicated. There is no re-call service
after three years - patients are expec�-,=,ct to initiate their own repeat 3Ilear
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Well Woman Clinic 021 is held in an old delapidated building, in
the middle of a housing estate, near the City centre.

It is extrenely

difficult to find since if has been cut off fran many roads by a motor
way which runs beside it.

Buses pass reasonably close to the clinic

but unless you are familiar with the area it is very difficult to
locate the building.

This is particularly unfortunate since a large

percentage of clients using the clinic are Asian women who travel fran
all over Glasgow in order to see the Asian doctor who works there.
The well wanan clinic is combined with family planning and is
held fortnightly on a Thursday between 9 .CO - ll.30a.m.

There are

no cr�che facilities.
Although the building is old fashioned, its physical layout
provides clients with satisfactory a.rrangenents tc talk privately to
the receptionist and medical staff.
On the day of my visit six wanen were booked in but eleven came,
all of whorn were seen by the doctor that day.

The doctor tries to

ensure that no client is turned away because she is aware that many will
have travelled some distance to attend, and that the cultural and
language barriers make it difficult for many of the clients to comprehend
an appointment systan.

Thus there is no wait for an appointment.

Clients either refer thanselves or a.re referred through their health
visitor.

Time spent in consultation is usually ten to fifteen minutes in

all but if necessary the doctor will go over time in order to discuss a
client's problans roore fully.
A routine examination starts with the health visitor taking the

client's medical history, and checking her blood pressure, urine and
weight.

She then finds out if the client has any particular problems
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and offers a counselling service on all the topics listed in the
questionnaire, although the time allowed is only limited.

She

gives out health education material on such topics as breast self
examination.
Toe client goes th.rough to the doctor who does a breast examination,
a cervical s:near test, and swab if necessary, and explains the techniques
of breast self-examination.

She discusses any problems the client might

have, and offers counselling and advice on the menopause, sexual,
'relationship' and 'nervous' problems and requests for abortion.

If

further help is required she refers clients with menopause problems to
gynaecologists, those with psycho-sexual problans to a psychologist;
those with 1 relationship 1 problens to the social work department;

those

with 'nervous' problens to a psychiatric department, and those requesting
an abortion to a consultant gynaecologist.
The doctor at this clinic said she would like to see the service
extended to include a general health check-up of clients, to include
blood tests and the ability to deal with general problens related to
symptans.
She defined a successful clinic as one where all the facilities are
available for investigations of the canplaints and where patients are
well satisfied.
The health visitor defined a successful clinic as one wbich is
welcoming and patients feel at ease coming to.
A register of cervical s:near tests performed at the clinic is kept
on a record chart.

Clients are re-called if pathology is indicated.

Otherwise clients are e..�ected to initiate their own repeat snear after
tJ:,..ree years.
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Well Wonan Clinic 022 is held in a post-war, council building
in the middle of a housing schane, situated in an outer suburb of
Glasgow.

Since the clinic is not near a main bus route, it is not

widely known about, and most of those people using it arrive by foot.
The clinic is open weekly on a Friday between 9. O'.)
and is canbined with family planning.

-

11. 30a.m.

There is no well woman poster

displayed in the clinic but recently a notice board has been erected
outside the clinic which mentions the well wanan service and gives
details of clinic sessions.

There are no cr&he facilities.

Clients check in with the receptionist who has an office in
the main foyer.

They then wait in a waiting-roan before seeing the

health visitor, in her r(X)m, followed by the doctor, in her own
consultation roan.

Thus arranganents are adequate for the client

to talk privately to the receptionist and the medical staff.
On the day of my visit the clinic was very quiet well wanan patient attended.

only one

The low denand for the service means that

it is possible for a client to get an appointment at the next scheduled
clinic, within a week.

About half of those wanen attending this clinic

are self-referrals, the ranainder being referred by their health visitor.
There is no set time for consultation.

The healt.� visitor and

doctor will allow enough time as is necessary to provide a full
examination and deal with any problems.
A routine examination starts with the health visitor taking the
medical history and checking the client's bl(X)d pressure, urine and
weight.

She gives the client relevant leaflets on health education

and discusses any problens the client wishes to raise.

The client
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then goes through to the doctor who does a breast examination and
explains the techniques of breast self-examination;
test and swab and a pelvic examination.

a cervical 9llear

She offers counselling and

advice on menopause problems and any other specific gynaecological
problans, including abortion.

However, she does not deal with sexual,

'relationship' or 'nervous' problems, referring then to specialists at
_µ;:;ycho-sexual clinics, marriage guidance clinics, or in the case of
'nervous' problE!TIS, to the client's G.P.

If clients require further

help in connection with the menopause she will refer then back to their
G.P. and those requesting an abortion are sent to a gynaecologist,

As the clinic is ccmbined with family planning this doctor will
also advise well wanan patients with fertility problans and given
contraceptive advice.

She also warns clients of the danger of 9lloking.

'Ihe health visitor said that she offers counselling and advice on
all topics listed in the general questionnaire and in particular will
counsel clients with 'menopause' , sexual, relationship',

1

nervous'

problans, and requests for abortion.
'Ihe doctor defined a successful clinic as one which is 'efficiently
t

run, friendly and well utilised.

'Ihe health visitor defined a successful clinic as one where "time
is taken to talk and more impcrtantly to listen to patients, and where
procedures are explained as much as JJOSsible so that reassurance is
given".

This health visitor thought there should be much more

enphasis on teenage health education in order to highlight the dangers
of early intercourse etc.

She also thought there should be more

publicity of the service in general, and of this clinic in particular.
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A register of cervical 3Ilear tests performed at the clinic is
kept in individual clients' files.
pathology is indicated.

Clients are only re-called if

Clients are expected to initiate their own

re-call after three years.

-----------------�-�---------
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Well Wanan Clinic 023 is held in an outpatients' department at
a general hospital in Glasgow.

Clients using this clinic tend to cane

fran many parts of the City and have to use the bus service which runs
close to the hospital.

Buses are frequent and reliable.

The clinic is a separate one fran family planning but it runs
alongside a gyn/antenatal clinic so the waiting area is very busy and
the clients waiting there have come for a variety of reasons.
is open every M:mday morning between 9 .m

-

ll.30a.m.

It

There is a

well wanan poster displayed in the main waiting area giving details of
opening times.

There are no cr�che facilities but there is a roan for

children to play in with some toys provided.
Clients check in at a central reception area and then wait to be
seen in a large open plan waiting area.

The nurse's and doctor's

roans are located along a corridor leading off the waiting area.

Thus

arrangements are adequate for clients to talk privately to the receptionist
and the medical staff.
On the day of my visit there were five well wanan clients booked
in and five attended.

All clients using this clinic are self-referrals,

and there is a big demand for the service.

Currently there is a four

to six week waiting time for a first appointment.

Each consultation

lasts about fifteen minutes, but longer if necessary.
A routine examination starts with the client seeing the nurse
who takes down details of the medical history.

Hcmever, the client

does not haveher weight taken or her urine checked.

Instead she gues

straight to the doctor who takes her blood pressure and does a smear
test and swab, and a breast examination.

She spends as long as is

necessary discussing any gynaecological problan that the client may
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have and deals with family planning and fertility.

However, since

the doctor did not return her detailed questionnaire, the range of
counselling she provides is unknown.

The nursing staff infonned me

that this doctor took personal responsibility for the clinic because
she originally set it up with her husband and has been running it for
a number of years.

The same clients tend to cane back to her regularly.

However, the doctor infonned me that the well wanan clinic was about
to close in May and that she would be transferring to a cytology clinic.

'Ihe clinic nurse said that she does offer a counselling service
to clients and deals with the menopause, sexual, 'relationship, 'nervous'
problems.

However, she does not counsel clients who request abortions,

but refers then to the doctor.

She defined a successful clinic as one

with a happy aimosphere, run by an interested staff.

The nurse explained that "this particular clinic is run like a
gynaecological outpatients' department.

This means I can folla.v up

patients with gynaecological conditions and keep records so that they
can be imnediately referred to specialists

ie. gynaecologist or

surgeon".

A register of cervical smears perfonned at this clinic is kept
in individual patients' files.

If pathology is indicated, then

patients are re-called but otherwise there is no routine re-call
systan.
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Well Woman Clinic 024 is held in a roodern, purpose-built health
centre in a large housing scheme in the middle of Gla..sgow.

Clients

using the clinic tend to live locally and arrive by foot.
The clinic operates once a week on a Tuesday afternoon between
3.00 - 4.(X)p.m.
finished;

It takes place after a weekly ante-natal cl:i.nic has

it is not a separate well wanan clinic but just uses some

of the time alotted to the ante-natal session, for well wanan patients.
There is no well wanan poster displayed anywhere.

There are no

creche facilities.
Clients check in at the main ante-natal reception desk on the
first floor and wait to be seen in a large open plan waiting area.
The health visitor's rocm and the doctor''s roan are adjacent to each
other and lead off fran the waiting area.

Thus arrangenents are

satisfactory for clients to talk privately to the receptionist and
the medical staff.
On the day of my visit there were no clients booked in and none
attended.

There is no appointment systen at this clinic because so

far there has been so little danand for the service.

An

'open clinic'

policy operates so that clients can arrive and be seen on the same day.
The doctor has only recently started this clinic and is hoping that once
more people know about it then the numbers will pick up.

Time spent

in consultation is usually five minutes with the health visitor, and a
further ten to fifteen minutes with the doctor, although she will spend
longer with a client if it is necessary.
A routine well wanan examination starts with the client seeing the
health visitor who takes the medical history details and checks blood
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She teaches each client the techniques

of breast self-examination and gives out approprj_ate health education
literature.

She will spend time offering counselling and advice on

any matters which the client raises and covers all the topics listed
in the general questionnaire.
The client is then shown through to the doctor who does a cervical
smear test and swab;
breast examination;

an examination of the abdomen and pelvis;

a

blood tests for glucose and protein levels and

for rubella, if required.
The doctor provides counselling on any health or errotional
problens but deals in particular with menopausal, and other gynaecological
proble:ns.

However, she will deal with psycho-sexual problems,

'relationship' and 'nervous' problens and in nearly all cases, she deals
with these matters without referring the client on to a specialist.
In the case of clients requesting an aoortion, she provides some
counselling and then refers then back to their G.P.
Although the doctor did not define a successful clinic she pointed
out the areas where improvenents could be made.

In relation to this

particular clinic, she thought that there should be much rrore publicity
of the service and its provision.

She also thought that health education

could be improved, with the help of such aids as videos and films.
The health visitor defined a successful clinic as an '"open clinic
which was operated like a resource centre".

She thought the clinic

should be expanded into a separate session, apart from the ante-natal
clinic, and that self-help discussion groups should be set up.
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A record of 3llea.r tests perfonned at the clinic is kept in
individual clients' files.

All clients a.re infonned of the result

of their test by letter, even if it is negative.
service except where pathology is indicated.

There is no re-call

Clients are expected

to initiate thetr own repeat 311ea.r after three yea.rs.

----- - - --- - - ------ ------- - - -- -
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Well Wanan Clinic 025 is held in a rrodern ccmnunity clinic
situated in the main street of a small country town on the outskirts
of Glasgow.

Since the clinic is in a semi-rural setting, rrost of the

people using it live locally and cane by foot, or else use the±r own
transport.
'lhe clinic is held once a month on a Wednesday evening between
7.00 - 9.3Cp.m.

It is separate fran family planning and there is a

big dsnand for its services.

CUrrently there is a six to eight week

waiting t:ime for a first appointment.

The majority of clients using

the clinic are self-referrals although a few are referred by their
health visitors.
There is a well wanan poster praninently displayed in the main
reception area.

There are no creche facilities.

Cl±ents check in

first with the receptionist who has her desk in the middle of the waiting
roan.

'lhe doctor's and health visitor's roan lead off the waiting

roan and provide clients with ample privacy when seeing medical staff
but the �eception arranganents are unsuitable,for a client to discuss
personal or medical problems with the receptionist as she can be overheard
by the other waiting clients.
On the day of my visit there were eight well wanan clients booked
in and eight attended.

Clients spend about ten minutes with the health

visitor followed by at least ten minutes with the doctor.
A routine examination starts with the health visitor taking
details of the client's medical history, after which she checks blood
pressure, weight and urine.

She spends sane time discussing any

problans the client may wish to raise and offers advice on preventative
health matters, giving out appropriate health education literature.
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She will deal with any of the counselling topics suggested in the
questionnaire and was keen to point out that in her view, counselling
and advice on arotional problems should be an :important feature of the
service.

She said "I personally feel this clinic could do with a

clinical nurse to carry out B.P., urine examinations etc. to give health
visitors rrore time for counselling'' .
The client has her main examination with the doctor who does a
sounding of the chest and lungs, takes a blood test if necessary and
does a general physical examination.

She does a cervical smear test

and swab, a breast examination and teaches each client the techniques
of breast self-examination.

She offers counselling on gynaecologically

related problans, such as pre-menstrual tension or the menopause, and
also deals with sexual problans, 'relationship', 'nervous' problans and
requests for abortion.

It is comoon, according to the health visitor

for this doctor to work late at the clinic in order to deal at length
with any client who has a particular problan.

If a client requires

further help she is referred to a specialist for appropriate action to
be taken, but if she has 'relationship' or 'nervous' problans she is
referred to her G.P.
'Ihe health visitor defined a successful clinic as "one where tbe
wanen leaving the clinic feel any problans had been dealt with to the
full;

either by being dealt with at the clinic or by being referred

to the appropriate service".
'Ihe doctor defined a successful clinic as "one where there are
no defaulters so that the clinic can run SlIXX>thly".

She thought that

well wanan clinics should be better advertised and that not enough
young wanen came forward for- routine checks, "and yet" she said, "they
are the ones getting the cancers".
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A record of all snears performed at the clinic is kept in
If pathology is indicated clients are

individual clients' files.
re-called straightaway.

If the test is negative, thR doctor puts a

re-call date on the clients' file, and at the appropriate time, either
one or two years hence, she sends the clients a reminder by post.
If the client defaults, the doctor sends further reminders until she
attends for her repeat smear.

This is the only clinic in Glasgow with

a routine re-call system.

--------------- ------------�.
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Well Wanan Clinic 026 is held in a purpose-built health centre,
in a town on the outskirts of Glasgow.

It is situated amidst modern

council houses and is close to a shopping precinct.

The area is

served by a number of different buses, which are frequent and reliable,
but many of the clients live locally and cane by foot.
The clinic is separate fran family planning and is held fortnightly
on a Tuesday morning between 9.30 - ll.30a.m.

A poster is displayed

in the main waiting area giving details of the clinic sessions.
receptionist's desk is at one end of the open-plan waiting area.

The
The

doctor's and nurse's consultation rcxms lead off fran the waiting area.
Thus the physical lay-out of the building allows clients privacy when
talking to the receptionist and the medical staff.

fl,.

There are no creche

facilities.
On the day of my visit eight clients were booked in for an appointment and eight attended.

The receptionist said that about half those

clients who cane for well wanan checks are self-referrals but the
ranainder are referred by their G.P.
week wait for an appoiniment.

Currently there is a two to three

Each client spends a minimum of ten

minutes with the doctor.
A routine well wanan check up begins with the client being seen by
the receptionist who takes preliminary details of her medical history,
as there is no health visitor enployed at this clinic.

An auxiliary

nurse then takes the client to an examination roan where she does a
urine test.

'The client is then shown through to the doctor who deals

with all other aspects of the examination.

Routinely, she takes the

client's blood pressure, does a smear test, and swab if necessary, and
a breast examination.

If she feels a client needs to have a blood test
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she sends her to have it done in another department in the health centre.
She offers advice on any aspect of general health, in particular high
lighting the dangers of smoking and the benefits of a healthy diet.
She will provide counselling on the menopause and sexual problems, and
1

relationsl1ip 1 and 'nervous' problens, and on requests for abortion.

However she said that all these problems can only be dealt with to a
limited e.xtent within the confines of the clinic session.

If clients

obviously require longer-tenn help, she will refer then back to their
G.P. for all the range of problens mentioned, except for abortion
requests, which she refers straight to a family planning clinic or a
hospital consultant.

Sometimes she refers clients with menopause

problans to the Western Infinna.ry, or to a family planning clinic if
the problen is a psycho-sexual one.

She does not deal with family

planning, pregnancy or fertility, nor does she regard counselling on
stress and depression as a topic that is part of the well wanan service.
Instead she anphasised the health education aspects of the service and
felt it would be beneficial if she could be given the authority to
prescribe simple medication rather than having to refer clients back
to their G.P.s.

A record of cervical smears perfonned at the clinic is kept in
individual clients' files.

Clients are re-called if pathology is

indicated, but there is no re-call service reminding clients to come
for a repeat smear after three years.
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Well Wanan Clinic 027 is held in a roodern, purpos&-built health
centre situated on a large housing scheme on the outskirts of Glasgow.
It is close to the main shopping precinct and is surrounded by a variety
of council property.

A bus service is close at hand but most people

who use the health centre live within walking distance of it and arrive
by foot.
The well wanan clinic is separate fran the family planning clinic
and is held every Tuesday morning between 9. 30 - 11. 30a .m.

Clients

check in first at the reception desk, and then wait in the reception
area along with wanen and children, who are attending a child care clinic
which runs simultaneously.

'The health visitor's rcx::m and the doctor's

rcx::m are adjacent.to each other and have connecting d(X)rs so that the
client goes straight from seeing the health visitor to the doctor.
The physical layout of the building allows clients to speak privately
to the receptionist, the health visitor and the doctor.
There are no well wcman posters advertising the existence of the
well wanan clinic in any part of the building, a fact much regretted by
the nursing staff to whan I spoke.

There are no cr�he facilities.

On the day of my visit only one client was b(X)ked in for a well
wa:nan examination and she was the only one who attended.

I was told

by the receptionist and the health visitors that the low attendance
rate was unusual and that in the Sumner rronths the clinic had been
regularly booked up with a maximum of nine clients per session.
The health visitors working at this clinic, expressed the view
that it was not possible to conduct a satisfactory well woman examination
with more than nine clients per session, on the grounds that each client
needed twenty minutes to half an hour discussing her problens.

'lhe
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health visitors said they often felt pr2ssured into rushing a patient
through to doci:or if the latter was waiting,.and regretted that roore
time was not available for long-er counselling sessions.

The receptionist

said that on average, a client spent twenty minutes with the health
visitor, followed by a further twenty minutes to half-an-hour with the
doctor.
The receptionist stated that although sane clients referred
themselves for a check-up, a large mlTTlber were referred either by
their G.P., health visitor or domiciliary helper.

Currently there

is no waiting time for an appointment, so clients can be seen on the
day they visit the clinic.
A routine well woman examination starts with a preliminary
interview with the health visitor who takes down the client's medical
history, takes blood pressure, and checks weight and urine.

She will

spend sane time discussing particular problems with the client and
provides what counselling she can within the time available, in sane
cases referring clients on to specialists like Wanen's Aid.
'Ibe client then goes through to see the doctor who does a cervical
311ear test or vaginal swab, if necessary, breast examination and an
internal examination.

'Ihe doctor also shows the client the techniques

of breast self examination.

'Ibis health education is backed up by health

education council leaflets on breast self examination which the health
visitor gives out.

'Ihe client has the opportunity to discuss any

problems that are worrying her and if necessarJ, the doctor refers her
on to a relevant specialist for further help.

'Ihe regular doctor at

this clinic does not deal with family planning or pregnancy tests.

If

well wanan clients require family planning they are referred to the F.P.
clinic held on Thursdays.
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A register of cervical 3Ilear tests perfonned at the clinic is
kept in each individual clients' file.
'Ihe doctor and the health visitor said they gave counselling on
the menopause, sexual problerns and 'relationship' and 'nervous'
problEmS.

Only the doctor offered counselling on abortion.

If a

client needed further help the doctor referred her to gynaecologists
for menopause problens;

psychologists for sexual problems; the social

work department for relationship problems; psychiatrists for 'nervous'
related problens; and a consultant gynaecologist and obstetrician for
an abortion.
The health visitor said she offered counselling on the whole
range of problerr.LS listed in the general questionnaire, particularly
pre-menstrual tension and menopause problems.

She encouraged clients

to improve their diet and to cut down on 3I10king.

However, she said

that she did not have any cases of clients with alcohol problems.
'Ihe doctor defined a successful clinic as one "where all the
facilities are available for investigation of cc:mplaints and where
patients are well satisfied".
One health visitor defined a successful clinic as one ''where the
clinic is well organized and has a sympathetic approach and good medical
facilities

- where referrals are made to other professional departments

where necessary''.

The other health visitor defined a successful clinic

as one where clients can attend for routine examinations and be confident
about receiving advice on health problems and their prevention".
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Well Wanan Clinic 028 is held in a brand-new Health Centre in a
working class suburb of the City.

It is close to shops and other

amenities and is well served by a nuni:)er of different buses.
'Ihe well woman clinic is separate from the Family Planning clinic
and is held once a fortnight on a Thursday rrorning between 9.30 ll.30aomo

Clients check in at the main reception desk and then

wait in an open plan waiting area to see the health visitor a..1.d the
doctor, whose consultation roans are adjacent to each other.

'Ihe

physical layout of the building provides clients with privacy when
seeing the receptionist, the health visitor and the doctor.
In the main Reception area, there is a notice-board detailing times
and opening days of the well wanan clinic.

There is also a more

infernal poster in the well wanan clinic waiting area which suggests
that wanen should cane to the clinic if they require counselling on
any health probelms, as well as for the screening services provided.

"'

'Ihere are no creche facilities.
'Ihe receptionist normally books in 12 new clients and 5 return clients
per session.

On the day of my visit 12 clients altogether attended

the clinic.

Tjme allowed for an appointment is 15 minutes with the

health visitor followed by 15 minutes wi'th the doctor for first time
visits.

However, the health visitor stressed that particular emphasis

is placed on counselling, with the result that sane clients can spend
well over the average time with both the nursing staff and the doctor o
It is not normal for a wcxnan to get an appointment at the next
scheduled clinic

- the current waiting tjme is between 3 - 4 weeks.

CLINIC 028
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The doctor pointed out that she would like the cl;Lnic to hold a
weekly session as opposed to a fortnightly one in order to cope with
demand.

About half the clients are self-referrals while the

remainder are referred by their general practitioners.
A routine well

�'OilaJl

examination starts with a clinic nurse taking

a sample of the client's urine to analyse.

'Ihe client is then

shown through to the health visitor who takes down details of her
medical history, weighs her and takes her bla:xi pressure.

She will

attanpt to deal with any problens the client wishes to discuss and
will deal with such topics as breast self-examination, the menopause,
pre-menstrual tension, as well as non-clinical problems.

'Ihe client

is then shown through to the doctor who does a cervical smear test,
and swab, and a general internal examination and a breast examination.

'lhe doctor said she provided counselling on the menopause, sexual
problems, 'relationship' prob lens and 'nervous' problen.s, but not
on abortion.

'Ihe health visitor said she also counselled on the

whole range of problens including all those listed in the questionnaire.
If clients required further help the doctor referred them onto
specialists at the menopause clinic, Glasgow Royal Infinnary;
Street for sexual problem:;;

Duke

social workers for relationship problens;

and Duke Street again for 'nervous' problens.
'lhe doctor defined a successful clinic as one where the patient is
satisfied.

'Ihe health visitor defined a successful clinic as one

where staff and client both feel that their a:ims have been met.
A register of cervical smear tests performed at the clinic is kept
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in a record book and in individual client's fileso

Clients are

re-called for a repeat snear if the result is abnormal.

All

clients a.re sent a letter informing then of the result of their
smear and advising them to return for a repeat smear either 3 or 5
years hence depending on their age.
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Well Wanan Clinic 029 is held in a post-war council building which
is situated in a middle-class residential area, in a small town, on the
Bus services are poor and infrequent - people

outskirts of Glasgow.

using the clinic tend to use their own cars or cane by foot if they
live locally.
There are two well woman posters giving the times and dates of
opening, praninently displayed in the main reception area.

There are

no creche facilities.
The clinic is separate fran family planning and is held once a
month on a Friday afternoon between 1.30 - 3.30p.rn.

Clients check

in at the reception desk, which covers all other health clinics as
well as the well woman clinic.

They wait in the snall reception area,

used as a waiting area for dental patients as well.

The health visitor's

roan and the doctor's roan are near each other along a corridor leading
off fran reception.

Thus the physical layout of the building provides

clients with adequate privacy to discuss their problars with the
receptionist, the health visitor and the doctor.
All the clients attending this clinic are self-referrals and there
is a big denand for the service.
weeks for a first appointment.
booked in, and 15 attended.

Currently, clients must wait eight
On the day of my visit 16 clients were

However, only 3 of these clients were new

referrals, the remainder being clients referred back for repeat smears.
A routine well wanan examination starts with the health visitor
taking the client to her roan, where she takes down the client's medical
history, and checks blood pressure, urine and weight.

She will spend

a little time discussing any probJ.ans the client might have, but the
counselling aspect of this clinic is largely undertaken by the doctor
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'lhe time spent with the health visitor is approximately ten minutes.
After this preliminarJ examination the client goes through to the doctor
where she has a breast examination, and is taught how to €;'.,,:amine her own
breasts.

She has a cervical snear test and swab and a blood test if
The doctor will then counsel the client

it is considered necessary.

on any problems she may have, and spends as much time with her as is
needed, with the result that the time spent with doctor often exceeds
the standard ten minutes.

This particular doctor places great enphasis

on advising clients about the dangers of sroking and the importance of
diet.

In addition she provides pre-natal counselling for those wanen

anticipating parenthood.

The client is given any relevant health

education literature by the doctor, or health visitor to help explain
particular problens.
The doctor at this clinic provides counselling and advice on the
whole range of problems listed in the general questionnaire, and includes
a family planning service as part of the well wanan check-up.

She

deals with menopause problems, psycho-sexual problems, 'relationship'
and 'nervous' problems and counsels clients requesting an abortion.

If

further help is required she refers clients to specialists at menopause
clinics, psycho-sexual clinics, and to the B.P.A.S. for those wanen requesting
an abortion.
The health visitor said she offered counselling on all the topics
listed in the questionnaire, but pointed out that the doctor played the
greatest part in counselling.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one where the client is
happy and satisfied with the service and will cane back.

The health

visitor defined a successful clinic as one where there has been sufficient
time between appointments for patients to 1·1talk over problems without
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pressure of rushing, and therefore leaving the clinic with questions
unanswered''.
Toe results of cervical smear tests perfonned at this clinic are
not kept here but are sent on to Clydebank Health Centre, where all
clients' files are kept.

Clients are re,-called for repeat srrears if

their smears are suspicious but there is no routine re,-call service
to remind clients to return after a three year period.
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Well Wanan Clinic 030 is held in a large, detached, victorian
villa situated on the edge of a housing estate in a se:ni-rural area
on the outskirts of Glasgow.

The transport service is quite good

but most people attending the clinic arrive by foot.
The well wanan clinic is canbined with family planning and is held
on the last Thursday in every month between 9. 30 - 11. 30a.m.

There are

no well woman posters advertising the existence of the clinic.

There

are no cr"eche facilities.
Clie nts check in first with the receptionist, who has her desk on
the first floor landing.

Toe health visitor's roan and the doctor's

roan are on either side of the landing.

Clients wait to be seen in

the landing area, which is very cramped and provides space for only
two or three chairs.

It is not possible for a client to speak to the

receptionist without being overheard by other waiting clients.

However

the health visitor's roan and the doctor's roan allow clients adequate
privacy when discussing problans with medical staff.
At this clinic about half the well woman clients are self-referrals
while the renainder are referred by their health visitor or G.P.

This

is an open clinic so it is not necessary for a client to make an appoint
ment, and currently there is no waiting time for an appointment.

On

the day of my visit five clients had arrived for a well wanan check-up.
A routine well wanan examination starts with the client seeing
the health visitor who checks her blood pressure, urine and weight, and
discusses any problems she may have.

The client then waits on the

landing until the doctor is ready to see her.

The doctor's examination

includes a cervical snear test and pelvic examination, a breast examination
and the teaching of breast self-examination, and blood tests if necesssary,
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particularly for :rubella.
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The doctor provides counselling and advice

on weight problens, and discusses any other probl�'IJS the client wishes
to raise, including menopause, psychO:.-s�'Ual, and 'relationship' problems,
and requests for abortion.
problens.

However, she does not deal with 'nervous'

If necessary, she refers clients with menopause problems

back to their G.P. and to psychiatrists for 'sehual' and 'relationship'
problens.

Clients with 'nervous' problens or those requesting an

abortion are referred back to their G.P.
The health visitor said that she provides counselling on mainly
gynaecological problens and family planning and fertility.

She does

not deal with stress and depression, alcohol problans, or smoking and
diet.

Only a short time is spent with the health visitor, about five

minutes, not allowing any time for counselling.

However, the doctor

spends about fifteen to twenty minutes wi.th each client, or as long as
is necessary for all problems to be discussed fully.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one where the staff work
well and happily together, co-!-operate in the interests of the clients;
one where the clinic is well and regularly attended.

The health visitor

saw a successful clinic as one "which attracts clients".
There was a lot of health education material displayed on a stand
in the health visitor's roan presumably because of the lack of space in
the waiting area.

However, the receptionist thought that the health

education literature was wrongly placed.

She thought clients felt too

inhibited to brmvse over pamphlets while they were in the presence of
the health visitor.

Although the material was displayed it was not

readily available to clients.
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'Ihe staff expressed the view that the clinic was not well
publicised and that many clients had not known of its existence until
they were referred.

This problen was made worse by the fact that

the clinic only operated once a month.
A register of cervical snear tests perfonned at the clinic is
kept in individual patient's files.

There is no re-call service.

-----------------------------
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Well Wanan Clinic 031 is held in a purpose-built, brand new Health
Centre situated in a busy working class surburban area surrounded by
shops and different types of council houses.

The Health. Centre is

just off the rm.in road and is well served by regular and frequent
buses.
The well wanan clinic is separate fran Family Planning and is held
fortnightly on a Thursday morning between 9.00 and 12.00a.m.

Clients

check in first at the reception desk which is in an open-plan waiting
area.

They then wait to see the nurse who weighs them and checks

their urine, before they are shown through to the health visitor in
her roan.

Lastly they are seen by the doctor in her consultation roorn.

The receptionist canplained that because her desk is in the middle of
the waiting area, clients have no privacy when talking to her.

She

said sane women are obviously errbarrassed about discussing personal
details in such a public place.

She is hoping to have the reception

desk partitioned off soon, to provide rrore privacy.

However, the

health visitor's roan and the doctor's roan both lead off the waiting
area and allow ample privacy for clients.
There are no well wanan posters displayed in the Health.Centre and
there are no cr�cbe facilities.
On the day of my visit there were 14 clients booked in.
4 of these defaulted so 10 clients attended in all.
is a 3-roonth waiting time for a first appointment.

However,

Currently there
Most of the

clients are self-referrals although some are occasionally referred by
their general practitioner.

Nonnally each client spends about 5

minutes with the nurse, and about 20 minutes with the health visitor,
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followed by 20 minutes with the doctor.
A routine well ·.voman examination starts with the nurse checking the
client's weight and urine.

The client is shown through to the

health visitor who takes down details of the medical history and
checks blood pressure.

The health visitor told me that she aims

to provide roore of a canplete service "than just a smear and a swab"
and regards it as important to counsel and advise clients on any
health problans, including 'relationship' and E.mOtional worries.
She said that she realises that the counselling aspect of the
consultation means that the interviEW often runs over time but she
feels it is important that clients feel free to reveal their worries
without being pressured by time.

She said that many clients have

pre-menstrual tension problems and menopause problEmS.

She gives

out health education council leaflets on relevant topics to re-inforce
verbal information.
After seeing the health visitor, the client waits again to see the
doctor.

Toe latter's consultation includes a cervical smear test

and swab, a breast examination, and the teaching of breast self-examination techniques.

'lhe doctor will also spend time listening to

client's probleIIE and offering advice on a whole range of topics,
medical and E.mOtional o

In particular, the doctor deals with

menopausal problems, sexual, relationship and nervous problans, but
does not counsel wanen requesting an abortion.

If

further help is

required, she refers clients to specialists, at the menopause clinic,
Glasgow Royal Infirmary;

to Duke Street for psycho-sexual problans;

to a social worker for relationship problens;
for 'nervous' problems.

and again to Duke Street
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Toe doctor defined a successful clinic as one where the patient is
satisfied.
Toe Health Visitor did not respond to the question asking how she
would define a successful clinic.
A register of cervical smear tests perfonned at the clinic is kept
in individual client's files and a record book of the laboratory
results is also kept.

There is no re-call service and clients are

expected to initiate their own repeat smears after three years o

NoB o

The health visitor explained that the clinic is particularly
busy because two local factories are currently each sending
two wanen a session for snear tests.

She thought that it -would

be more efficient if a medical team could be sent in to such
factories for one day to deal with all the \romen at once o
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Well Wcman Clinic 032 is held in a large, detached, Victorian
villa which has been converted for use as a health clinic.

It is

situated on a main road in a mixed residential area of council property
and private housing.

A good bus service is close at hand.

Toe clinic is conbined. with a family planning clinic and is held
once a week on a Monday morning between 9 .00 - 11. 30a.m.

In the

main reception area there is a well woman poster praninently displayed
giving details of times and dates of opening.
There are no creche facilities but sane toys are provided in the
waiting roan.
On arrival at the clinic, clients check in with the receptionist
,vho has her office just off the main entrance hall.
to see medical staff in a large waiting roan.

Clients then wait

'The health visitor and

the doctor each have a consultation roan leading off from the main hall.
'lhus arrangenents are adequate for clients to talk privately to the
receptionist, the health visitor and the doctor.
On the day of my visit there was only one client booked in for a
well wcman examination, but the clinic was busy with at least twelve
clients attending for family planning.
tw:i weeks for a first appoiniment.

A client must currently wait

The receptionist thought that half

the well wanan clients were self-referrals, and the renainder were referred
through their G.P. or health visitor.
A normal well

\\Drilall

examination starts with the client being shown

through to the health visitor's roan, where the health visitor takes
details of the medical history;

checks blood pressure, urine and weight,

and discusses any problens the client may wish to raise.

There is a
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display stand in the health visitor's roan well stocked with health
education material and clients- are given relevant pamphlets by the health
visitor to re-inforce verbal advice.
After spending approximately five to ten minutes with the health
visitor, the client returns to the waiting roan until the doctor is
ready to see her.

'The main consultation with the doctor lasts about

twenty minutes and includes a cervical smear test and swab, a hreast
exa.�ination and the teaching of breas� self-examinaticn techniques.
'The doctor provides counselling on all topics listed in the general
questionnaire.

She said she provided "counselling on all aspects of

wanen's health and all needful clinical examinations.connected thereto".
If further help is required she refers clients with menopause probl6IJS
back to their G.P.;

those with psycho-sexual problans back to

Clarenont Terrace to see a specialist and those wishing an abortion to
a gynaecologist.
The doctor said that it was impassible for her to define a
successful clinic.

So far the health visitor's ccmnents have not

been received.
A register of cervical smear tests performed at the clinic is kept
in individual clients' files.
no re-call service.

Unless pathology is indicated, there is

The client is expected to initiate her own repeat

snear after three years.
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Well Wanan Clinic 033 is held in an older style council building at
the corner of a busy junction in a middle class suburban area of
Glasgow.

Toe area is semi-rural but has a small shopping centre

close to the clinic.

'!here is a reliable bus service near by.

'!he well woman clinic is canbined with a Family Planning clinic and
is held on the first Tuesday and the third Thursday in every rronth.
'Ihe clinic operates between 9.CO - ll.30a.m. in the rrorning.
There are no posters advertising the existence of the well wanan
clinic.

There are no creche facilities but a

feN

toys are

provided for the children in the waiting area.
On the day of my visit only one client presented for a well wanan
check-up, the rest of the clients had cane for Family Planning.

I

was told by the receptionist that this clinic has only been in
operation just over a year and that the numbers have gradually picked
up.

Originally the clinic operated as an 'open' clinic, 'Where

clients could just turn up without an appointment, but recently the
staff have started to operate an appointment systEm to meet the
increased denand.

However, it is still possible to be seen at the

clinic without an appointment and the longest time a client would
have to wait for an first appointment would be 2 weeks.
'Ihe receptionist said that all those women caning for well woman
check-ups are self-referrals.

Each client is booked in for a 15

minute consultation with the doctor, but the consultation can take
longer if the doctor thinks the client needs .rrore time spent with her.
The preliminary interviav with the health visitor takes about 10 minutes.
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Clients check in first with the receptionist who has her desk in
a large, open-plan waiting area.

After waiting in reception, they

are seen first by the health visitor in her roan and then by the
doctor in a separate consultation room.

Arrangements are satis

factory for the clients to talk privately with the receptionist,
the health visitor and the doctor.
A routine well wanan examination starts with the preliminary interview
with the health visitor who takes down the client's medical history,
and checks blood pressure, urine and weight.

She will spend some

time discussing any problens the client may have.

The health visitor

said she counsels clients on all of the topics listed in the general
questionnaire.

The client is then shown through to the doctor who

takes her blood pressure, does a cervical smear test, a vaginal
examination and swab, and a breast examination.

'Ihe doctor will

then spend sane time talking to the patient about any health or
aootional problsns that are worrying her.
At this clinic the doctor said she offers advice and counselling on
the whole range of itens listed in the questionnaire and regards it
as her ranit to deal with all aspects of warren's health, from both
a physical and EIOOtional point of view.

She emphasised the

importance of counselling on smoking, 'diet' and pre-natal counselling,
as well as the it6IlS listed in the 'staff questionnaire' , which
include the menopause, sexual, 'relationship' and 'nervous' problens
and abortion.

If further specialist's help is required.for specific

urgent medical problems, the doctor refers the patients to a
Mamnography Clinic a.11d a Breast Clinic.

If

an abortion is requested,

she refers the client to the B.P.A.S., so that a woman can get an
abortion outside her bane area if she wishes.

Ap;trt fran these sort
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of referrals, she chooses to deal with_ all other aspects of a
client's health herself.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one where the client is
happy and satisfied with the service and will cane back willingly.
The Health Visitor did not define a successful clinic.
A register of cervical smear tests performed at the clinic is kept
in a separate record book as well as in individual client's files.
Unless pathology is indicated there is no re-call service.

Clients

are expected to initiate their own repeat smear test after three years.
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'!he health visitor defined a successful clinic as one with a
high attendance rate and where wanen are given the ability to
relax and discuss their problems openly.
A register of cervical smears perfonned at the clinic is kept

in individual client's files and also in a record book recording
the laboratory results.

Each client is sent notification of

her smear test result, and a copy is sent to the client's general
practitioner.

'!here is no re-call system and the client is

expected to initiate a repeat smear after three years.
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Well Wanan Clinic 034 is held in a rrodern, purpose-built
Health Centre in a middle class residential area on the
outskirts of Glasgow.

The clinic is separate from Family

Planning and is held once a fortnight on a Thursday afternoon
between 1.30 - 3.30p.m.

Clients check in first with the

receptionist and wait in the waiting area to see, first, the
health visitor, and then the doctor.

The physical layout of

the building provides clients with ample privacy when talking
to the receptionist, the health visitor and the doctor.
There are no cr@che facilities but the waiting area doubles
as the clinic baby roan, and is equipped with toys for children
However, the receptionist and health visitor

to play with.

said that most of the clients who attend are older women who
A

do not need creche facilities.
Public transport services are adequate but rrost clients using
the clinic live locally and ccrne by foot or use their own
private transport.
There are no well woman posters or notices advertising the
existence of the clinic, although the receptionist thought
that there had once been such a poster.
All the clients who come for check�ups are self�referrals.
Currently a client must wait four weeks for a first appointment,
or two sessions hence.

Each client spends approximately 10

to 15 minutes with_ the health visitor and a further 15 to 20
minutes with the doctor.
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A routine well wanan examination starts with. the health visi'tor
taking down details- of the client '·s medical history and checking
her weigb.t, blood pressure and ur:tne.

She then spends sane

time with her discussing any proolems she may have and teaching
her the techniques of bTeast self-examination.

She gives out

explanatory leaflets on such topics as breast self-examination,
pre-menstrual tension and the menopause.

'Ihe health visitor

said she counsels clients en all the topics listed in the general
questionnaire, apart from family planning and fertility, which
are dealt with only at the family planning clinic.

She said she

always gives advice on health. education issues such as stopping
snoking, alcohol problSIB, weight proble:ns and diet.
After the preliminary examination, the client is shown through
to the doctor who does a cervical smear and swab, abdaninal
examination and any other examination as required.

She also

discusses with the client any problems she may wish to raise.
If necessary, she refers her on to specialists.

She refers

wanen with menopause problens back to their general practitioner;
clients with sexual problSIB to Claranont Terrace;:

women with

relationship problems to Marriage Guidance, and those with 'nervous'
problSIB to their general practitionero

Finally those women

wishing an abortion are referred either to family planning or to
their general practitioner although the doctor claims such
requests do not occur in her experience.
The doctor defined a successful clinic as one in which patients
have time to tell their problem and to discuss then, as well as
being examined o

